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The major purpose of the study was to determine whether

science process achievement tests could be developed for administra-

tion to groups of primary grade students. Six Basic Science Process

Tests (BSPT) were constructed as samples of the format proposed.

Each BSPT was designed to assess one of the basic science processes

taught in the first three parts of the 1967 edition of Science--A

Process Approach (Sci-APA). The test items were projected 35 mm

color slides with a tape recording which asked questions and con-

trolled slide advancement.

Pilot studies in kindergarten, and first and second grades with

320 students in Corvallis and Portland, Oregon during the spring of

1968 contributed to the development of general testing procedures

and directions for training students to use BSPTs. Preliminary

indications of item performance and time requirements were deter-

mined from administrations of groups of validated items to students
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just completing a year of Sci-APA study at the minimum expected

grade levels. The sample BSPTs were assembled and synchronized

for automatic administrations to students who had studied the 1967

edition of Sci-APA.

Measuring and Classifying BSPTs were administered twice to

classes of first, second and third graders in Park Falls, Phillips

and Rhinelander, Wisconsin during September, 1968. The 850

students yielded more than 100 students who took each BSPT at the

minimum expected grade level who had Sci-APA the previous year,

and more than 100 students in the same grades who had no Sci-APA

experience. Test-retest score pairs were correlated for each

experience group to give reliability estimates for each BSPT.

The major question was whether groups of primary grade stu-

dents could be assessed with the tests developed concerning their

science process achievements. The administrations of the standard-

ized, synchronized BSPTs seemed acceptable with student groups.

Two of the six BSPTs were accepted as reliable on the basis of test-

retest correlations. Thus, it was concluded that successful educa-

tional measurement instruments can be constructed to assess science

process achievement using this format.

A second question considered whether there was a difference in

BSPT results between students who had studied Sci.-APA for a year

and those who had not. Three of the six BSPTs yielded significantly

higher means for the Sci-APA trained groups. Both of the reliable



BSPTs which assessed process achievements taught in Part A of

Sci-APA produced significantly higher means for Sci-APA students.
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GROUP ACHIEVEMENT TESTS DEVELOPED FOR TWO
BASIC PROCESSES OF AAAS

SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been renewed interest in recent years in all levels of

science curriculum. The new elementary science materials pro-

duced are the result of emphasis on both science content and on the

methods used for topic presentation. Use has been made of available

knowledge about the sequential nature of the developmental stages

that can be anticipated during a child's intellectual growth. There

has also been recognition of existent variation in individual rates of

intellectual development. Newer science materials prepared for

children have often involved both the child's natural curiosity and

budding learning abilities. Teacher's guides suggest ways that the

teacher could direct the resulting child activity into motivational

factors for the pursuit of further science study. Of the new elemen-

tary science materials recently prepared, Science- -A Process

Approach (Sci-APA) has most completely emphasized science as an

inquiry process. The present study was concerned with the develop-

ment of group tests to measure student science process achievement

in Sci-APA.

Science--A Process Approach (Sci-APA) is a seven-part

elementary science curriculum developed by the Commission on



Science Education of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science (AAAS). Sci-APA was organized to present a sequential

course of study in science for elementary students. The program is

based on science processes rather than the more traditional science

content or concepts organization. The sequence of process

exercises has been divided into seven parts with the expectation that

each part would require one school year for presentation, beginning

with Part A in kindergarten.

The first classroom materials were used during the 1963-64

school year. After three years of classroom trials and three revi-

sions the first three parts were turned over to the Xerox Corporation

for publication and distribution in 1967. The fourth and fifth parts

became commercially available for use during the 1968-69 school

year, with the remaining two parts scheduled for release in 1969.

The objectives in the first four parts of Sci-APA relate to the

development of what were called Basic Science Processes. The eight

basic processes designated were: Observing, Classifying, Using

Numbers, Measuring, Using Space- Time Relationships, Corn-

municating, Predicting and Inferring. For each process skills were

listed to describe appropriate information handling in that process.

Several objectives were listed at the beginning of each exercise to

inform the teacher which skills the students were expected to master

as a result of the learning activities suggested. Knowledge of
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learning patterns, and modifications made as a result of early trials

of Sci-APA led to a hierarchical listing of the skills of each process.

Each process hierarchy indicated relative skill difficulty as well as

expected skill intradependence. A large chart, called the Hierarchy

Chart, was produced containing the eight basic process hierarchies

listed at relative difficulty levels with indications of process skill

interdependence. AAAS has directed that each teacher of Sci-APA

must be provided with a Hierarchy Chart along with the other teaching

materials so that she can consider each student's accomplishments

in relation to the larger scheme of learning.

The first four parts (A-D) of Sci-APA that resulted from this

set of interdependent hierarchies were composed of a sequence of

exercises ordered by relative difficulty. Beginning with Part E,

five Integrated Processes were introduced. These processes:

Interpr eting Data, Formulating Hypotheses, Contr oiling Variables,

Defining Operationally and Experimenting were built as extensions of

the Basic Science Processes, and served as the organizational struc-

ture for the remaining parts of Sci-APA.

All of the written materials for the first four parts were pre-

pared exclusively for teachers. Each exercise booklet contained

three types of information: 1) teacher orientation, 2) suggested

student learning activities and 3) evaluation procedures. Included in

the teacher orientation section were: the behavioral objectives, an
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indication of where the exercise fit in the process hierarchies, and

the rationale for the exercise. At least one learning activity was

included to guide students toward meeting each of the objectives

listed. Each booklet included two types of evaluation activities:

those that could be used with the entire class, and those to be used

with individual students.

Periodic assessment of student achievement is important in

planning student activities. The evaluation provisions built into Sci-

APA have been considered one of the strengths of this curriculum.

Group Competency Measures were built for the Integrated Processes

of Sci-APA (Parts E-H). AAAS provided no group instruments for the

first four parts (A-E), where testing an entire class would yield

individual student information. The limited communication skill pro-

ficiency of students in primary grades has been a deterrent to

developing group tests for this age group.

Three types of evaluation instruments were constructed to be

used with students in the first four parts of Sci-APA: 1) Appraisals,

2) Competency Measures (CM) and 3) the Science Process Instrument

(SPI). Appraisals and CM accompany each exercise and were

included in the teachers booklets. SPI is a separate document which

at this writing was still unavailable commercially.

The Appraisals are activities designed for use with an entire

class when the teacher anticipates that the students have met the
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exercise objectives. Student responses to the Appraisal activities

were expected to help the teacher determine whether the class, as a

group, seemed proficient in skills taught by the exercise activities.

Success with the Appraisal activities was to indicate readiness to

begin the next exercise in Sci-APA.

The other evaluation instruments, CM and SPI, were designed

to be administered to individual students. These performance tests

were built to yield much more detailed information about the

individuals tested. Each was composed of activity situations in which

a student is asked to perform certain tasks to indicate mastery of the

skill in question.

The CM were developed for administration by the classroom

teacher immediately following termination of the exercise activities.

These were developed along with the instructional activities and used

to provide feed-back information which was considered in revisions

of Sci-APA. Each test center teacher was asked to administer the

CM to three members of the class as each exercise was completed.

Curriculum developers reconsidered exercise placement, and proper

process hierarchy arrangement in light of student performance data

thus gathered. Recommendations included in the published versions

of Sci-APA suggest that the teacher administer the CM to a few stu-

dents to confirm the Appraisals or to check on students who are dif-

ficult to appraise in a group situation. Record keeping techniques



were developed with the CM to provide records of student task per-

formance, and thus objective achievement.

The Science Process Instrument (SPI) was designed to evaluate

student achievement in a sequence of skills taught during a school

year. It could serve as a spring posttest or a fall pretest to deter-

mine the process proficiencies of a student. Due to its complexity

and the time required for administration it has been suggested that

a testing specialist is needed to give this instrument. To date the

SPI has been used as a research tool and it is doubtful that many

school districts would consider its use.

The prime difficulty with the CM and SPI, the only tests which

give data about individual students, is that they are performance

tests given to one student at a time. The time required for each

evaluation is a deterrent to the use of such instruments in most teach-

ing situations. The Appraisals and CM, the instruments available

to the classroom teacher, were intended for use immediately follow-

ing the learning activities. They test only the objectives of that one

ex e r ci s e.

Thus for the first four parts of Sci-APA a basic type of

assessment is lacking. Such assessment would gather information

about individuals from a group testing situation, and consider a

series of process exercises in one instrument. Useful instruments
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should be easily administered by the classroom teacher during a

reasonable time period.

The Study

A more time-efficient type of test is needed to effectively

investigate student achievement of the objectives of this curriculum

in non-experimental teaching situations. Such instruments must be

based on the most recent, published version of the curriculum objec-

tives, which are expected to remain in their present form for several

years. An efficient test would be teacher administered to groups of

students and yield information about the achievement of individuals in

the group. Objectives tested by one instrument should be drawn from

more than one exercise and be grouped by process.

The present study had two purposes:

First, the major purpose was to develop a type of evaluation

instrument which could be administered to groups of students,

and would assess achievement of individual students in two

selected basic science process--Measuring and Classifying, and

Second, through the use of these tests to compare the process

achievement in Measuring and Classifying attained by primary

school students who had one year of experience in the 1967

edition of Sci-APA at the minimum suggested grade level, with

students who had not used Sci-APA materials.
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Importance of the Study

The tests devised in the present study were constructed to fill

the previously cited needs. Such tests composed of items grouped by

process, using the objectives established for a group of Sci-APA

exercises would be used at times appropriate for use of SPI. It was

not anticipated that such new tests, constructed for use by classroom

teachers with groups of students could be as sensitive or thorough as

SPI. Some information about individual student process achievement,

easily gathered, will be available for use more often than detailed

information which is difficult to obtain.

The adoption of any new curriculum raises many questions con-

cerning its effectiveness. Since Sci-APA is a different approach to

the study of science in elementary school the questions posed con-

cern the effect of Sci-APA itself, as well as how it compares in

effectiveness to other available materials for teaching elementary

science. There are questions which should be considered relative to

science process teaching itself, in regard to which there exists little

or no data. Data gathered from tests of the type constructed for this

study could be used in considering some of the following questions

about basic science process learning:

1. Do students come into the learning situation with science

process skill proficiencies which may have been gained

elsewhere?



2. Do students in other elementary science curricula learn

the same basic science process skills?

3. Does the use of Sci-APA outside of the tryout centers sug-

gest modification of the process hierarchies as presently

listed?

4. What relationships exist between science process skills and

other skills taught in elementary schools, such as those

identified in reading and mathematics?

The development of more efficient tests should greatly enhance the

ability of educators to assess the effects of Sci-APA and its relation-

ships to other curricular efforts in and out of science.

In addition to developing science process tests, the present

study could yield information useful in considering some of the ques-

tions listed above. It was necessary to try to establish a baseline of

process proficiencies possessed by students who had not received

process training. Against this baseline scores of students with Sd-

APA experience could be interpreted more realistically. It was also

important to limit the item difficulty to reduce frustration for students

not htest_wise,H nor trained in the process skills. Thus, although

only tentative answers could be expected it was decided to use enough

students without Sci-APA experience in the final testing to gather

information concerning the science process skill proficiencies of this

group, in addition to gathering test use data for analysis of the tests.
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Test Format

The tests developed in this study are a series of 35 mm colored

slides which illustrate laboratory situations involving basic science

processes. The slides are in sequence with a synchronized tape

recording which orally provides instructions for the children, states

the problem to be considered and changes the slides. Each student

indicates his answer to each question by marking his own answer

sheet as directed.

The Problems Studied

1. Can a test format be designed which would assess basic

science process achievement of groups of primary students? More

specifically, can the test format proposed above, accomplish such

assessment?

2. Do students who have studied Sci-APA one year show

greater achievement on the designed tests than those who had no

experience in Sci-APA?

Procedures Followed in Test Development

Because the tests proposed had no comparable equivalents the

test design procedures used to develop and establish them were

unique to the present study. The procedures listed below began in
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February, 1968 and were culminated by the assembly of six sample

Basic Science Process Tests (BSPT) by the end of August.,1968.

These tests, one each in Measuring and Classifying to accompany

each of Parts A, B, and C of Sci-APA, were given to a total of 854

Wisconsin students in grades one, two and three in September, 1968.

BSPT and item analysis data came from the September testing.

The chronology of procedures given below was followed in

developing and administering the BSPTs. Chapter III provides a

detailed discussion of these procedures.

1. Selection of representative Basic Science Processes.

2. Design of the answer sheet format.

3. Design and construction of test items.

4. Validation of test items.

5. Development of general instructions and sample items.

6. Pilot testing with students of appropriate minimum ages.

(April, 1968, kindergarten and first grade students in a

Corvallis, Oregon public school.)

7. Pilot testing with students of appropriate minimum ages

and experience in Sci-APA. (April and May, 1968,

kindergarten, first and second grade students in Portland,

Oregon public schools.)

8. Assembly of test items into sample BSPTs.
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9. Production of synchronized tape recordings.

10. Administration of sample BSPTs. (September 9 to October

3, 1968, first, second and third grade students in Park

Falls, Phillips and Rhinelander, Wisconsin public schools.)

11. Scoring of BSPTs and analysis of their performances.

12. BSPT item analysis from test data only.

13. Analysis of BSPT item group performances.

Assumptions

Assumptions Concerning Test Development Procedures

It is assumed that:

1. Acceptable educational measurement instruments have been

developed using the procedures followed in the present

study.

2. Measuring and Classifying are representative members of

the basic science processes taught in Science--A Process

Approach (Sci-APA) in primary grades.

3. A carefully selected critique jury can provide test item

validity.

4. The Basic Science Process Tests (BSPT) developed in the

present study have content validity because they are corn-

posed of valid items.
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5. The reliability of a BSPT is acceptable if the correlation

coefficient of test-retest scores is equal to or greater than

0.70.

6. An acceptable time interval between test and retest

administrations of BSPTs was established from experi-

mental use of item groups.

Assumptions Concerning Student Participation and Participants

It is assumed that:

7. Students who participated in the pilot studies in Corvallis

and Portland, Oregon, were representative of other stu-

dents in learning abilities and science process achievement

potential.

8. Administration of BSPTs early in the fall, prior to the

beginning of science teaching for the new school year,

assessed retained achievement of basic science process

skills taught the previous school year.

9. Students who participated in the fall testing in Park Falls,

Phillips and Rhinelander, Wis consin, were representative

of other students in learning ability and science process

achievement potential.

10. About half of the Wisconsin students tested in each grade in

the fall were considered to have a year's experience in
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Sci-APA aril to be representative of those students who had

also been taught from the 1967 edition of Sci-APA at the

lowest expected grade level during the previous year.

Delimitations of the Study

1. Each of the Basic Science Process Tests (BSPT) developed

in the present study contained relatively few items (9-24) due

to the limited attention span expected from groups of pri-

mary students, and the time required for test taking direc-

tions and item considerations.

2. The Portland, Oregon pilot study participants had a maxi-

mum of one year of experience in Sci-APA, gained during

the 1967-68 school year, and were tested during late April

and May, 1968 in kindergarten and grades one and two.

3. Portland students were the only ones in Oregon who had

studied from Sci-APA at the minimum expected grade

levels, but the exercises taught them were from the 1965,

third revised edition of Sci-APA rather than the 1967 edition.

Thus Oregon students could not be considered for fall test-

ing, and only participated in the pilot studies.

4. Test item use by Oregon students contributed information

used in the selection of items for inclusion in the sample

BSPTs.
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5. Wisconsin students who took the BSPTs in the fall of 1968

were in grades one, two and three. Hall of the students at

each grade level had one year of experience in the Sci-APA,

1967 edition at the minimum expected grade level during the

1967-68 school year, and half did not.
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II. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

The potential of research in science teaching rests, at
least partly, on the use of innovative and definitive
measures of educational outcomes (Sipe, 1968, ii).

Sipe's statement concluded an editorial which clearly stated

the case for more and better work in building evaluation instruments

to assist in science teaching. The present study was a small attempt

to begin the type of work he suggested. As with other dissertation

studies, time and funds did not permit pursuit of the trial testing and

revision to the point where a publishable product resulted. Sipe (1968)

pointed out the need for more concerted efforts by groups that would

make evaluation an on-going project. The present study and the ones

reported in this chapter also accentuate the need for more constant,

prolonged work in science testing.

Sipe (1968) emphasized the dependence of research data on the

validity of the instruments used to gather the data. Validity has been

described in many ways, but basically it is dependent on the success

of an instrument in measuring the objectives of the field tested.

AAAS has provided an elementary curriculum with rather clearly

stated behavioral objectives. Thus the present study has the

advantage of starting from already agreed upon objectives. Most

test building projects have had the difficulty of first stating the objec-

tives, usually drawn from multiple sources, before items could be
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constructed to measure them. Such a product has been open to

greater question when the objectives were challenged prior to con-

sideration of the tests constructed to measure them.

In considering the research reported in this chapter it should

be noted that validity considerations were often vaguely reported, and

thus open to question. Reliability was handled in some detail in many

reports, due apparently to the ease of manipulating the numbers

gathered from test scoring. Consistency (reliability) of test per-

formance has questionable significance for a test of doubtful validity.

Science Tests for Primary Grade Groups

Science tests that could be administered to groups of youngsters

in the primary grades have not been available until quite recently.

Neither Tests in Print (Buros, 1961) nor the Sixth Mental Measure-

ments Yearbook (Buros, 1965)lists any science tests that are recom-

mended for use below grade four. Several recent studies were

devoted to the development of science tests designed for administra-

tion to groups of primary students. These students of limited age and

skill training could not be expected to read or write well enough to

take a written test. Table I summarizes some of the features of the

tests produced in these studies.

The tests cited in Table I omitted the use of colored illustrations

primarily due to cost considerations. With the exception of one test
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the students marked their answers on the test, making each copy of

the illustration usable just once, by one student. Several investigators

noted that drawings proved clearer to students, since confusing

material could be eliminated from the illustration. Haney (1965)

indicated the limitation necessitated by making the illustrations fit a

limited space on the page. The result was often a distortion or impli-

cation of incorrect relative sizes of the objects or organisms to be

considered at one time. All of these objective, non-reading, tests

were developed to assess ability or achievement of young students in

science.

Table I. Summary of Primary Science Group Test Features

Author
(citation)

Grades
Tested

Science
Topic Fmphasis

Test Item Features

Visually Orally
given by given by

Student
Response

Boener K-2 general concepts b & w teacher circle
(1966) drawings picture
Brown 1 general concepts b & w teacher "X" on
(1968) drawings answer
Butler 1-6 living concepts b & w investi- "X" on
(1966) things drawings gator symbol

Dietz 1-3 physical problem b & w teacher "X" under
(1969) science solving drawings picture
Edwards K Cl, M, skills & b & w * teacher crayon on
(1966) Ob, Data concepts drawings object
Haney 3-6 animals concepts b & w teacher ** mark ***
(1965) photOs letter

* color added to some drawings
** only test directions given orally
*** answers marked on a separate answer sheet
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Boener (1966) and Edwards (1966) used their instruments as

posttests following the use of specific teaching materials. Boener

(1968) tested students who had been using a new science curriculum

in the Minneapolis schools. She found that the students were success-

ful in mastering materials chosen by the teachers and other cur-

riculum writers for each grade level.

Edwards (1966) developed eighteen lessons in four intellectual

skills: classification, measurement, observation and data treatment.

His test, based on these lessons, was used as a pretest and a post-

test for students who were given the lessons. A control group also

took the test at the time of the experimental group posttesting. The

skills and concepts taught and tested in this study are similar to those

produced for Sci-APA. His work with areas very similar to the two

processes tested in the present study, and with skill limitations of

kindergarten children made his findings of interest for the present

study. He concluded that the materials and the test used were

appropriate for kindergarten children. He also suggested that the

lessons studied have a positive effect on reading readiness scores of

participating youngsters.

Edwards (1966) required the most activity from his test

participants who had to turn a page for each of the 27 test items. The

pages were of three different consecutive lengths, and were in three

different colors, to help the students and the tester to keep together.
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The students marked each answer with one of three colored crayons,

as directed. An answer was as simple as marking a box or a circle,

or complex as completing a graph.

Dietz (1969) designed portions of her tests to detect: recogni-

tion of the problem, content, observation, and 'if-then' reasoning.

This necessitated some variation in scoring test items. The other

tests cited were designed for binary scoring, with no partial credit.

Three of the tests presented a consistent number of answer choices

for each test item. Haney (1965) had four animal pictures, Boener

(1966) gave the students three answer choices, and Butler (1966) in

what he called percept questions asked the student to decide whether

or not the object illustrated fit a specified category, thus yielding a

50 percent chance score. Butler (1966) also used a second scoring.

If a student answered all six percepts on a page of six illustrations

correctly he was given credit for knowing the related concept.

All of these were short tests. Although time requirements for

test administration were not indicated in these reports, it can be

assumed that limited student attention span and slow test-taking pace

were factors which led to the limited test lengths. They vary in

length from 15 items (Boener, 1966) to a five part test, given over

five days, of 50 items (Brown, 1968).

Application of statistical procedures frequently used to assess

objective tests has doubtful significance for short tests, but Boener
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(1966) is the only investigator who failed to try some of these

techniques. The variation of reliability statistics that resulted is

probably a better indicator of their limited appropriateness than of

the worth of the tests. Only Butler (1966) did a test-retest correla-

tion to estimate reliability. He also used an internal reliability

statistical procedure, as did the others, and not unexpectedly found

in each type of statistical treatment that older students had higher

reliability correlations.

Where validity was discussed, it seems to have been based on

adult judgement of the appropriateness of the subject matter content.

Thus content and some construct validity can be attributed to several

of these tests. Predictive validity was necessarily omitted from

these early reports of new tests, but would in the future be most

helpful in curriculum planning and implementation.

Item analysis was reported more often for the preliminary

forms of the tests. Butler (1966) reported a mean item discrimina-

tion index of 0. 50 and a mean difficulty index of 0. 67. These seem

remarkable when one considers the fact that he tested the largest

grade span of students, with one test form. It must be inferred that

many of the 210 percepts were very difficult for first graders, and

a number were easy for sixth graders. The report failed to indicate

whether a young student not doing well was required to continue, in

spite of the expected frustration, or allowed to stop as often is done
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in individual testing of young children.

Some of the tests were compared with other student information.

Dietz (1969) found that suburban second and third graders did signifi-

cantly better in problem solving than urban students in those grades.

Butler (1966) found that the higher socio- economic group of students

did significantly better than the lower and middle socio- economic

portions of the population. Brown (1968) found no significant dif-

ference between rural and urban children tested. Although several

of the investigators checked the results of boys and girls separately

none found any significant difference in their performances. Butler

(1966) found correlations of the results of his tests with the Otis Test

of Mental Ability were as high as 0. 67.

Science Tests for Primary Grade Individuals

Until recently what was known about the science abilities and

achievements of young children came from individual student assess-

ment techniques. Table II summarizes a number of representative

studies which used individual interview and questioning techniques.

These tests vary in how students were questioned and in how

they were directed to respond, from the free response encouraged by

Matthews (1952) to the schedule of topics or experiences directed by

Inbody (1963). With the exception of Matthews (1952) these studies

seem to show a progression of gradually more objective techniques
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for questioning and recording responses. Rowe (1965) analyzed

problem solving situation responses of boys using a matrix which

gave more information about the thinking patterns of the students.

She analyzed procedure for problem solution, noting activities, their

order, and patterns of activity redundancy.

Table II. Summary of Selected Individual Primary Grade Science Tests

Author Grades Science Form of questions Number of
(citation) Tested Topic Emphasis for students students

Oakes Kg, 2, general explanations demonstrations, 153
(1947) 4, 6 verbal

Mccollum 1-6 general maturity of objects, pictures, 324
(1952) response verbal

Matthews 3 sun-energy games--free pictures, verbal 20
(1952) source response

Hill 1, biology perception verbal 15
(1961) 3-6 depth

Inbody Kg physical explanations objects, pictures, 50
(1963) phenomena verbal

Anderson 3-6 physical mental model demonstrations, 180
(1965) science formulation verbal

Rowe 1 physical concept-- objects, problem 60
(1965) science context males

These studies yielded a good deal of information on the logic of

children's thinking about natural phenomena. Uninhibited children,

in individual interview-testing situations have contributed much inf or-

mation to indicate that they are observant of their surroundings, and

tend to have explanations for what they have seen. Formally or

informally this technique has aided many curriculum workers in
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determining the appropriateness of the materials and tasks being pre-.

pared. McCollum (1952) found that increase in science maturity is

gradual and continuous. He tallied performances and correct

responses given by at least a majority of the students at the minimum

grade level of occurence.

Although the student in such individual situations can be made

to feel at ease and to express himself orally, the interpretations of

the information gathered were often quite subjective. It was interest-

ing to note that the Competency Measures (CM) of Sci-APA in many

ways resemble the scheduled interviews of McCollum (1952) and

Inbody (1963). The basic difference is in the latitude of interpretation

allowed in judging the student responses. The CM are scored in

binary fashion, while interpretations of response quality and corn-

pleteness were applied by the investigators cited in Table II.

Studies Which Produced Other Science Tests of Interests

Finkelstein (1968) produced two science knowledge inventory

tests for fifth grade students. The Reading Inventory of Science

Knowledge (RISK) and the Pictoral-Aural Inventory of Science Knowl-

edge (P15K) both cover the same subject areas. The 60 items in each

test were very similar, and all were four choice, multiple choice

items. The PISK questions were given to the students from a tape

recording, which directed the classroom teacher to project a
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sequence of 36 accompanying 35 mm slides. Success on the two tests

was compared with student reading ability as judged by the

Philadelphia Reading Test. All reading groups did better on the

PISK than on the RISK, but the difference was greater for the below

average readers. Boys out-performed girls on the PISK but not on

the RISK. He reported that when analyzed with the Cognitive Domain

of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 44 of the items were at the

Knowledge level. It seems possible that the difference in scores was

due to the reading-free quality of the PISK as Finkeistein (1968)

claimed, but it is doubtful that the slides would account for much of

this difference. This writer found that 43 of the 60 items could have

been answered correctly by a person listening to the tape recording

only. It was unnecessary to consider the slides for these items since

the objects pictured were identified on the tape and the letters that

accompanied them were announced allowing a student to mark the

answer sheet correctly. It would be interesting to learn the results

from a similar group of students who just heard these 43 PISK items

which made up 72 percent of the test.

Tannenbaum (1969) reported the development of the Test of

Science Processes, designed for students in grades seven to nine.

The processes considered were: Observing, Comparing, Classifying,

Quantifying, Measuring, Experimenting, Inferring and Pr edicting.

The final form of the test consisted of 96, five choice, multiple choice
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items. Twelve of these items were presented with 35 mm colored

slides. The first form of the test consisted of 98 items each using a

35 mm colored slide for visual stimulus. Voice instructions and

question reading minimized penalties for poor reading on the first

form. The 35 mm slides omitted in the final test form were in most

cases transposed into black and white tables or prints appearing in

the written test. Data about the final test were obtained from 3, 673

students in three grades, from urban and suburban areas. Final

form data were analyzed thoroughly for the characteristics of the test

as a whole, as well as for each of the processes and their apparent

relationships to each other. This test seems to meet acceptable

standards, and could be expected to fill a need existent where a

transition to process teaching occurs with the introduction of Sci-

APA or other process oriented curricula.

Several reports have chronicled the development of science tests

of the Tab format at the University of Texas. Referred to as X-35 by

Butts (1964 and 1965) this test type was concerned with measuring

problem solving skills, and analysis of the steps taken in the process.

More recently Butts and Jones (1966 and 1967) have continued to

improve not only the test construction, but also to develop scoring

techniques that yield more information about the problem solving

processes exhibited by the fourth, fifth and sixth grade students

tested. The Tab Inventory of Science Processes (TISP) described by
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Butts and Jones (1966) might be termed a programmed test. Different

features are considered in a given order, which is partially directed

by the student's previous responses. The five problem solving con-

siderations measured by the TISP are: 1) searching, 2) data

processing, 3) discovering, 4) verifying and 5) application of the con-

cepts to a new situation. The research design described by Butts and

Jones (1966) for experimenting with problem solving instruction and

data gathering to establish two forms of TISP was simple and effec-

tive. The design yielded statistical information on TISP test-retest

reliability, TISP construct validity, and data about the effects of

guiding children in problem solving. Reading is necessary for this

type of test, but the Tab format gathers information about the extent

and order of searching for information that a student engages in,

information not usually gathered by objective tests. Computer

assistance has made feasible the score weighting and analysis

techniques used.

Kropp and Stoker (1966) reported an extensive group study

aimed at developing tests to validate the Cognitive Domain of the

Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. The tests designed were given

to high school students, and two of the four tests covered science

content. Of interest for this study were the questions raised, as

well as the techniques of item and test construction and analysis

applied. These workers found it difficult to construct test items at
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level, success was in part dependent on ability to perform success-

fully at all previous levels is one which must concern all who attempt

to confirm or analyze a hierarchy of knowledge or skills. To allow

for uneven knowledge background of the students, the tests were con-

structed about little known subjects, and were preceded with reading

passages about the topic, from which all necessary information could

be gleaned. They noted that a person unable to correctly answer all

of the questions at the knowledge level could not give them appropriate

information about the rest of the taxonomy levels. Another important

question they raised concerns the dependence of test constructors

upon adult judgement in selecting and validating items. Such depend-

ence implies that the process evoked by an item in an adult will be

that evoked in the students to be tested, and that both reactions are

what the test author anticipated.

Psvcological Considerations

The purpose of this study was to develop a type of evaluation

instrument which would accompany Sci-APA. It is not relevant to

consider in detail the learning theory and psychology on which the

AAAS Commission on Science Education based the construction of

this curriculum. The AAAS position has been expressed by Gagne

(1963, 1965b and 1967) and Livermore (1964) in addition to the
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information given in Science--A Process Approach: A Commenta

for Teachers (AAAS, 1965). Gagne (1965a) and Flavell (1963) pro-

vide a more complete look at the developmental psychology which

supports the curriculum. Lovell (1966) has provided a summary of

what studies based on Piaget's work have determined about the

development of mathematics and science concepts in young children.

In the Measuring process of Sci-APA much of what the child is

expected to learn contributes to what Piaget has often termed "con-

servation of substance. As briefly outlined by Piaget (1964) a child

gradually comes to understand in successive stages, over periods of

time, that equal quantites of a pliable substance are: 1) the same

amount, 2) the same weight and 3) the same volume. Although

variance can be expected due to individual and cultural differences,

Piaget (1964) has indicated that a child will recognize the 'same

amount' situations beginning at about age eight, with months or years

of delay expected before the later stages of cognitive development will

be reached. Many replications and amplifications of Piaget's work

have been performed. A few of those done recently which seem

relative to the Measuring process of Sci.-APA are summarized in

Table III.

Mermelstein and Shulman (1967) found in 1963 striking evidence

to confirm that the acquisition of the concept of conservation of sub-

stance is developmental. They tested six year olds and two groups of
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nine year olds, some that had been in school and some who had not

had regular schooling due to the closing of the Prince Edward County,

Virginia schools from 1959-63. The younger students did not indicate

understanding of conservation of substance but both groups of nine

year olds did. They also noted that 1965 studies still showed the

existence of disparity in intelligence quotients and language facility

between students who were without school and those who had been in

school.

Table 1111. Studies of Conservation of Substance

Author(s)
(citation)

Grades
Tested Emphasis- -variation from Piaget

Palmer Kg clay balls-- use of conflict to point
(1965) out misconceptions
Mc Knight 1, 2, 4, 6 volume concepts-- results compared
(1965) to I.Q., C.A., M.A., grade, sex
Engelmann and Kg, 1 liquid properties-- training of non-
Gallagher (1966) conservers
Mermelstein and (ages 6, 9) liquid and clay balls-- 9 year olds
Shulman (1967) who had had no regular schooling
Carlson 2 liquid and solid- - training: verbal,
(1967) minimum verbal
Neuman 1 material objects-- SCIS* and
(1969) traditional curriculum
Carey and (ages 4, 5) length--training
Steffe (1969)

Science Curriculum Improvement Study
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McKnight (1965) found a difference in the understanding of

volume in relation to chronological age, mental age, grade and

intelligence quotient, but not sex. She also noted that more students

knew the words for the maximum adjective than knew their opposites.

Thus more children knew: tallest, widest, largest, etc. Other

investigators have noted also that children seem to operate with

these ideas, but often confuse the words used to express them.

Palmer (1965) contended that the training situations must show

conditions that conflict with the child's own explanations, before the

child will reconsider and modify his thinking. Engelmann and

Gallagher (1966) were able to teach properties about liquids to young

students, but were unable to improve their understanding of con-

servation of substance. They concluded that there is no magic point

in development, after which information about liquids should be taught.

Carison (1967) reported that highly verbal training was more success-

ful in teaching conservation of substance. It should be noted that these

students were about the age at which Piaget predicted they will begin

to develop the concept.

These studies incorporated several interesting individual testing

situations. Of most concern here were those used by McKnight (1965),

Mermeistein and Shulman (1967), Neuman (1969) and Carey and Steffe

(1969). Carey and Steffe (1969) developed a scoring procedure to de-

cide when a student had reached one of two levels of concept
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understanding. McKnight (1965) had a schedule of interviews using

flash cards and geometric solids as question objects. Mermelstein

and Shluman (1967) has some well organized demonstrations which

provided the nucleus for questioning. Neuman (1969) prepared a

sound color film of four Piagetian episodes. Objects on the screen

were in code colors, matching the colors on the students answer

sheets. This test, given in two sessions to small groups of students,

was both the pretest and posttest for his study. Most of the tests

relating to conservation of substance were scored so that each student

response was judged as indicating that the student was a conserver,

a non-conserver, or in-between, usually referred to as transitional.

Studies Using Science--A Process Approach

The first and most extensive research activities concerning

Sci-APA accompanied its development, Walbesser (1965 and 1968)

reported results of the early editions of Sci-APA used in tryout

centers during the first three years, 1963-66. Pooled results from

the Competency Measures (CM) for each exercise were reported.

These results were used to revise exercises and adjust the order of

their presentation. Due to the subsequent exercise rearrangements

the data given is difficult to compare with that gathered from Sci-APA

published editions. It should be noted that the evaluation team con-

sidered an exercise satisfactory if the CM results showed that at least
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90 percent of the children tested had a minimum mean of 90 percent

for that exercise. Some exercises were accepted with little change if

80 to 89 percent of the children performed at that level.

McGlathery (1967) studied the effects of socio-economic back-

ground differences on science achievement using the 1965 edition of

book one, of Sci-APA with students of ages five and six, from low and

middle economic backgrounds. The students in Sci-.APA performed

better on the CM. than the control group. Though age made little

difference, the socio-economic difference was most apparent when

the students were asked to Name or Identify. Then the low income

group seemed at a definite disadvantage.

Walbesser and Carter (1968) report data on CM success of

students in the AAAS tryout centers considering socio-economic

divisions of the population. Generally the children from disadvantaged

areas did succeed with Sci-APA. These students performed somewhat

better in the Observing and Classifying processes than the middle and

advantaged students, but not as well in the Using Numbers and Com-

municating processes. They also noted that the disadvantaged groups

did not complete as many exercises in a school year as the other

groups, but suggested that added time is a small disadvantage for a

program in which such students can succeed.

Pierce (1969) studied a group of kindergarten students in a dis-

advantaged community, half of whom had been in a Head Start program.
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The same nine CM were used as a pretest, a posttest, and a second

posttest after a three week delay. She found that the pretest

advantage of the Head Start group disappeared as the other students

caught up. She also noted that students with low and high I. Q. scores

did equally well, and suggested that I. Q. is a poor criterion for

judging the achievement capacity of disadvantaged children.

Two other studies with kindergarten children considered the

effect of using Sci-APA on reading readiness. Both Ritz (1969) and

Ayers and Mason (1969) concurred that time spent on Sci-APA did

not reduce reading readiness, while enhancing science process skills.

Ritz (1969) also used the Frostig Program for the Development of

Visual Perception, with similar results. The posttest results showed

that the group competency measure used, the Metropolitan Readiness

Test and Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception correlated

highly. His group competency measure, given to ten students at a

time, was much like the CM, but omitted sixteen of the forty objec-

tives which appear in the exercises tested.

Other Studies of Interest

Developing tests using slides and tape recordings presented

several problems not encountered in the construction of written

objective tests. It was obvious that young children have oral

vocabularies that are much greater than their reading vocabularies.
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A search for help in determining what vocabulary could be expected

for kindergarten children turned up very little information. Published

vocabulary lists were usually of words that students could be expected

to read. The classic work on oral vocabulary seems to be that of

Smith (1926) who indicated that a six year old could be expected to

have an oral vocabulary of 2, 500 words. Changes in communication

systems, and science emphasis in the public domain that have

occurred in the last forty years make the word lists from her study

of doubtful value. Kolson, Jeffers and Lamb (1963) reported a study

of oral science vocabulary of kindergarten children. The list of

words reported was compiled by listening to children in free play,

during specific activities and at home. Of the 1,137 words used seven

or more times, 24 appear in the vocabulary lists in the Sci-APA

Measuring and Classifying exercises for kindergarten (Part A). Of

these, 20 were animal names which might be used in one Classifying

exercise. It was apparent that one of the main reasons for this low

correlation was that what were thought of as science words by these

investigators are not those stressed in science process teaching. An

example word is "match. " It appears on their list, and is used in

the Measuring exercise, Comparing Lengths, obviously used as a

noun or a verb depending on its context.

One other study which might be noted is that of Curtis and

Kropp (1961). They put the items of a standard mastery test on 35 mm
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slides and presented them to groups of college students. One item

was projected at a time. By trying various time pacings they deter-.

mined that the normal testing time could be substantially reduced

before causing noticeable student frustration.

In summary, the research reported relative to science achieve-

ment testing of groups of primary grade students shows that this sort

of work has begun only recently. The reports cited here, with the

exception of the Tab tests,were first reports. If these tests are to

contribute more than scattered research data, more use and revision

is called for.

A number of the most recent studies cited were trying to use the

data gathered from new tests to judge student groups relative to each

other, while justifying the tests themselves. Only if a test meets

accepted criteria should the data it produces be used for judgements.

The present study appears to be unique in several features. The

format, using colored 35 mm slides synchronized with sound tape,

seems more ambitious than the tests cited. Basing the test on estab-

lished behavioral objectives from Sci-APA seems to be an advantage

not found in these studies. The attempt to estimate test reliability by

test-retest correlation requires testing time taken in only one investi

gation cited. The most apparent difference is that the present study

attempted to develop six tests using one format, to establish the

worth of the format, not a sample test.
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III. THE STUDY-TESTDEVELOPMENT

The purpose of this study was to develop a series of tests that

could be given to groups of primary grade students, to test their

achievements in selected science process skills, as specified in Sci-

APA. The proposed format called for test items to be 35 mm color

slides projected onto a screen with accompanying questions asked from

a tape recording. Students were to respond by individually marking

their own answer sheets, yielding individual student information

which could be scored objectively.

The present study dealt with students who were younger than

those usually tested in class- size groups. Their limited communica-

tion skill proficiency required development of several rather unique

test characteristics. Some of the factors related to the format chosen

which were considered positive recommendations for trial of the

techniques included:

1. Students in primary grades were in a group testing situation

which omitted reading as a necessary skill for successful

participation.

2. Students in primary grades were able to indicate their

answers to test items without having developed writing skills.

3. Each student provided data regarding his own achievement

in a group of process skills, related to more than one
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4. Laboratory situations presented in color were comparable,

but different from those used in teaching the process skills.

5. Synchronization of the slide projection with taped questions

produced a test composed of individually timed items. Thus,

each student had the same opportunity to consider each item

in each test.

The procedures used for test construction were outlined in the

first chapter of the present study. Three types of materials were

developed: 35 mm color slides, tape recordings, and answer sheets.

The description included here of considerations made in developing

these materials should justify the Basic Science Process Test (BSPT)

development procedures and provide suggestions for others who will

also attempt to construct tests which require use of more than one of

the senses.

It was decided to use the kindergarten children as the basic

criterion group since they could be expected to work in Part A of

Sci-APA. They had minimal vocabularies, reading skills, writing

skills, and little or no experience with tests, particularly group tests.

Thus, if the format could be made to function effectively with these

students it was expected that it should also succeed with older stu-

dents using Parts A, B and C.
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Basic Science Process Selection

It was determined that a reasonable trial of this test format

should include tests in more than one of the eight basic science

processes. Two processes, if representative, were considered suf-

ficient to test the format, since there were to be tests built at three

levels to accompany Sci-APA Parts A, B and C.

Only five of the basic science processes were introduced in

Part A; Observing, Classifying, Using Numbers, Measuring and Using

Space- Time Relationships. Communicating was introduced in Part

B, and Predicting and Inferring first appear in Part C. Measuring

and Classifying were selected for their apparent diversity, and their

apparent alignment to two basic science content areas. Measuring is

a process which has been most often associated with the study of the

physical sciences. Classifying is more frequently associated with

the study of biological sciences. The Sci-APA statements of the

objectives for these processes confirm these content associations,

as do the activities recommended for teaching the related process

skills. Thus Measuring and Classifying were selected as represent-

ing a variety of science content that would be taught at the lowest

grade level, and would be appropriate for use in the proposed tests.
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Symbol Answers

It was apparent that cues were needed that could be used in

answering questions about what appeared on the screen. The cues

chosen had to be consistent throughout the test, and each readily dis-

tinguishable from the others. The symbols chosen were all simple

geometric constructions derived from a square or a circle. For

picture taking purposes several sets of symbols were constructed in

various sizes, but of the same material and color. Use of symbols of

various sizes compensated for varying distances of the camera from

the situation photographed, so that the symbols appeared more nearly

equal on the screen from one slide to the next. A set of six symbols

was selected and a standard order for their use was established.

Figure 1 shows these symbols in the established order.

OA
Figure 1. Symbol answers in standard order. Shown

as used in BSPT Classifying C.
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Quantity Answers

In the Measuring process two types of quantities were intro-

duced for the measurement of length and weight. Whole units

(integers) which the students could count were first taught for corn-

paring Lengths and comparing weights of objects. To test quantity

measuring objectives it was necessary to use numerical answers.

Test items constructed for these objectives asked the students to

compare objects and count the number of units of their answer. The

answer sheet contained numerals, one of which was to be marked to

show the answer chosen.

Other Measuring objectives designated quantities as "between, "

"more than" or "less than" whole units. These non-integer quantities

were referred to by the above phrases, without further precision.

When a non-integer quantity was required to meet the objective the

answer sheet had squares placed between consecutive integers. One

of these "boxes" could be marked to indicate the choice of a non-

integer answer.

When quantity items were placed together in the test, all of the

rows of possible answers placed together contained numerals with

squares between them so that no special cues were given for non-

integer items. For quantity items it was possible to have a maximum

of seven answers to choose from--four integers and three squares
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between the integers. The non.- integer items appeared in BSPT

Measuring B and C. Figure 2 shows numerals and squares of the

size used in BSPT Measuring C.

H H
Figure 2. Quantity answers, integer and non-integer

choices. Shown as used in BSPT Measuring
C.

Yes or No Answers

Some objectives proved difficult to fit into the symbol or

quantity answer format. But in some cases it was possible to present

a picture, and ask whether or not the situation presented would fit

certain specifications. This true-false form was not chosen when

others could be designed. Owing to vocabulary limitations of the

primary students the answers to these items were designated as tyes'

or "no. " The answer sheet contained a "Y" for yes and an "N" for no.

No items of this type were retained in the BSPT Part A tests, but

some were used with kindergarteners in the pilot studies. Slides for

items designed to elicit quantity or yes-no answers contained no

symbols.
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Answer Choices

No attempt was made to restrict the question form by

designating the number of choices that a student should be given for

each test item. The number of choices available to students for the

items produced varied from two to seven. Although two choices on

an objective item gives the student a 50 percent chance score there

were two types of situations where they were unavoidable. Yes-no

items, and those questions regarding the use of an equal-arm balance

were necessarily two choice items. Where such a restriction was not

imposed by the objective an attempt was made to provide at least four

symbol or numerical choices. As many as five symbols were used

in Parts A and B, while one set of items in BSPT Classifying C used

all six symbols. A maximum of four numeral choices was given, but

as noted earlier a non-integer quantity item could give the student as

many as seven answer choices.

Answer Sheets

The answer symbols, numerals, or letters for an item were

placed in a row across an eight and one-half by eleven inch page.

A row of symbols corresponded directly with the test item being con-

sidered. Thus, if the slide contained two symbols just two symbols

appeared on the answer sheet for that test item. Due to these
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variations in the number and type of symbols in each row, each page

had a characteristic profile which let the tester determine from a

distance that all students were on the same page.

A maximum of five one. inch symbols could be placed in a row,

which was sufficient for all questions in Parts A and B. One inch

symbols were successfully used with kindergarten students in the

early pilot studies. Information concerning appropriate symbol size

was unavailable for young children, not yet writing, who would view

them in a semi-dark room. Further study might have revealed that

a reduction in size could have been made without making the testing

situation more difficult. Three-fourths inch symbols were used in

Part B tests and one-half inch symbols in Part C tests. The large

symbol size limited the number of rows that could be placed on a page.

The maximum for Part A was seven rows, and nine rows for Part C.

Printing of the answer sheets would add symbol clarity and also sug-

gest reduction of symbol size. The present study used dittoed and

later mimeographed answer sheets.

Answer Guides

To aid the student and the tester an answer guide was developed

to distinguish the row of symbols being considered. The guide was a

piece of blue construction paper with a rectangular hole the size of a

full row of symbols cut from the middle. It framed the symbols for
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the question being considered and covered the row of symbols above,

and the row below.

The adults in the room had little difficulty determining whether

each student was working at the right place on the answer sheet since

the position of the guides could easily be noted from a distance for all

individuals in the class. Once the test had begun the only assistance

an adult in the room was allowed to give the students was to step up

to a child whose guide was out of place and, without comment, move

the guide to the correct position on the page.

For the fall testing new guides were produced so that there was

a set of the appropriate size for each Part. These guides varied in

height from three and one-half to four and one-half inches, and the

size of the cut-out hole varied due to the variation in symbol size

used for each Part. A darker blue stripe was added to the left mar-

gin of these guides to further aid in orientation. The left margin was

wider, thus the guide fit the page better when it was properly placed

over a full row of symbols. Neither the stripe nor the difference in

side margins was mentioned, but the slides that accompanied the

directions for taking the tests contained the striped guides, properly

placed. Most children discovered the difference and correctly placed

the guides without assistance.
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BSPT Student Participation

The student participated in a BSPT by silently doing the follow-

ing things:

1. Moving the guide to the proper position on the answer sheet.

2. Considering the question by looking at the picture on the

screen and listening to the question about the picture.

3. Deciding on an answer to the question and finding the

symbol that accompanied the answer.

4. Marking the symbol chosen, one of those framed by the

answer guide, by putting an IXT? on the symbol with a pencil.

The directions for all of these procedures came from the tape record-

ing, and the adults in the room were mere onlookers.

Test Item Design and Construction

Test items were developed by a three-phase procedure. First,

an item was designed and constructed; second, it was validated by a

critique jury; and third, it was tried with students of appropriate

grades and Sci-APA experience. The objectives for each appropriate

exercise were studied by the investigator separately, and in the con-

text of the Hierarchy Chart. Note was made of the learning activities,

appraisals and competency measures used to teach and assess each

objective in Sci-APA. Familiarity with the objectives and their use
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in Sci-APA aided in the design of appropriate test items, which

avoided the specific situations used or suggested in the curriculum.

An effort was made to construct test items to assess each of the

objectives given for each of the exercises in the Measuring and

Classifying processes in Parts A, B and C of Sci-APA.

Item design was based on the following criteria:

1. The situation photographed should not have to be explained

orally.

2. Objects and situations photographed should be comparable,

but not like those used or suggested in Sci-APA.

3. The situation provided should offer the student several

answer choices marked by symbols.

4. The script should pose a question, and give directions for

proper recording of the answer.

The investigator designed potential test items, prepared the

slides and composed the scripts. Where possible the slide and script

included use of the symbols, arranged in standard order. Once a

scene was set several exposures were taken with varied camera

angle, background, and light intensity. It was difficult to determine

in advance which color contrasts would be most effective when pro-

jected in a semi-dark room.

Many of the items designed did not materialize as useful mem-

bers of the item pool. Inability to acquire appropriate materials or
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apparent student confusion eliminated many once-promising items.

Consideration of Behavioral Objectives

Each of the objectives stated at the beginning of an exercise in

Sci-APA contains at least one of a specified group of verbs.

(Appendix A contains a synopsis of the vocabulary unique to Sci-APA,

including the 'action verbs and their definitions and synonyms.)

These "action verbs" indicate what the student is expected to be able

to do when the objective has been met. Of the nine verbs designated

for use in the behavioral objectives only six were used in the

Measuring objectives and seven in the Classifying objectives in Parts

A, B and C of Sci-APA. The frequency of use of some verbs was

much greater than others. In the Measuring process 33 of the 35

objectives contain three of these verbs: Name (state), Demonstrate

and Order. In the Classifying process 21 of the 24 objectives contain

four verbs: Name (state), Construct, Demonstrate and Identify.

(Note Appendix B lists the tasks in the Measuring and Classifying

hierarchies, and Appendix D contains a list of the behavioral objec-

tives for the exercises in Measuring and Classifying in Parts A, B

and C of Sci-APA.)

The objectives were stated in terms of individual student

performance. Some of the verbs were obviously more difficult to test
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in an objective manner, where each student was to quietly indicate

his OWfl achievements. As in most testing situations, it was then

necessary to contrive test items that would elicit an inference that the

objective had been met, and would be evidenced in an individually

administered, subjective testing situation.

Item Validation

The validity of each test item was determined by a three mem-

ber critique jury. Each member was asked to judge whether or not

the slide, the script, and the answer format could be expected to

assess the objectives for which the item was built. An item was

considered valid if two of three jurors agreed that the slide, question,

and answer form matched the objective and seemed likely to function

with children of the minimum age expected to be given the exercise

and item.

The critique jury members each brought different specialties

to this voluntary job. (See Appendix C for list of jurors.

It was more efficient to present the potential test items to each

juror separately. The order of item presentation was the same for

each. Their varying orientations caused them to focus on different

aspects of the items, making a consistent presentation difficult but

efforts were made to present each with the same factors for con-.

sideration. The individual presentation allowed each to ask questions,
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and to make comments and suggestions which were helpful to the

investigator, without influencing the other jurors. The juror sessions

for each item set were held within a two day period.

The juror was handed a card containing the title of the exercise

and a list of the objectives for that exercise. He was told which objec-

tive was being considered, and then the item was presented. The

slide was projected, the script read, and the answer format indicated.

He was asked to indicate the appropriateness of: a) the slide, b) the

question and c) the answer format, in relation to the objective state-

ment. His judgement of each category for each item was recorded as:

a) acceptable, b) questionable or c) unacceptable. Comments, par-

ticularly suggestions for improvement were also recorded. After each

juror had considered a group of items the records were tallied to

determine which items were approved by at least two jurors, in all

three categories, and thus accepted.

The jurors varied in their concerns while viewing the items,

but each tended to follow the same pattern. First, they attempted to

determine the correct answer for the item; second, the item and

objective correlation was considered; and third, the other answer

choices were considered to note their appropriateness and likely con-

tribution to the difficulty of the item.

Items accepted by the jury were considered valid and became

part of the pooi ready for use in pilot studies. The pool eventually
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included 129 items, of which 95 were used in the fall testing of the

sample BSPTs. Each item from this point on was identified by a six

digit code. The code identified the process, exercise number, objec-

tive, slide and question. All of the tests assembled carried these

codes on the answer sheet, rather than a number identifying the items

only on that test form. On the answer sheet this relatively small code

is covered by the left margin of the guide.

Corvallis Pilot Study

Population

During April, 1968 the first pilot testing of the proposed test

format was conducted with small groups of children from two sections

of kindergarten and one section of first grade in one of the Corvallis,

Oregon Public Schools. This school serves an area of Corvallis that

receives minimal influence from the Oregon State University corn-

munity, and was considered to have an acceptably representative

student population sample from a small urban community.

Purposes of the Corvallis Pilot Study

These students of the minimum expected age and general train-

ing had no experience with Sci-APA. The concerns at that time were

related to the functioning of: 1) the materials--answer sheets, guides
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and slides; 2) the instructions for handling of student materials; 3)

the directions for student use of materials, and training students to

work in the test format; and 4) sample test items in the format.

Procedures. Groups of three or four kindergarten children

were the first students to try to use the materials that were to corn-

prise the test format. A tape recording was made of each pilot study

session. In the early sessions with small groups students were not

given directions about talking. Thus their oral questions, reactions

and comments were recorded. Information gathered in this way was

added to that gathered on answer sheets, and by the investigator from

visual cues and student comments outside of the testing room.

As changes in the materials or procedures were suggested by

these trials they were incorporated. Thus, these evolving trials did

not produce data, but produced ever improving materials and pro-

cedures, to be applied in the next trials.

Products of the Corvallis Pilot Stud

The most important product of the Corvallis trials was the

definite impression that this format could be made to work, at least

with small groups of kindergarten children, and very likely with

larger groups of first graders. Other tentative findings included:

1) estimates of the appropriate test-retest interval of two or three

days for kindergarten, but longer intervals for first graders;
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2) determination of effective color and light intensity contrasts for

slides projected in a semi-.dark room; and 3) determination of

appropriate vocabulary for communicating with young children. The

vocabulary was difficult to establish, but general patterns were

worked out in successive trials.

The answer sheet format was found to be successful. The one

inch symbol size was effective with kindergarteners, and adopted

without further trials. Three-fourths inch symbols were tentatively

adopted for use with first grade students.

Instructions. A general set of informal instructions was

developed to accompany the distribution of answer sheets, guides and

pencils or crayons. This portion of the session also introduced the

investigator, who administered all of the tests. Students were

instructed to look at the screen, not the investigator who would be

explaining things and asking questions about what they would see on

the screen.

The outline for this introductory portion of the procedure was

stabilized and the usual order of procedures was set. Few modifica-

tions were required later when working with larger student groups.

It should be noted that no script was developed for this portion of the

procedures. The transition from classroom teacher to investigator

control was necessarily flexible due to variations in each classroom

situation.
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Instructions and adjustments for the testing situation included

the following features:

1. Preparing the room for slide projection, including:

a. screen and projector set up.

b. room darkening.

c. situating students so that all could see the screen at a

reasonable angle, and have a writing surface to use.

Z. Distribution of materials-- answer sheets, guides, and

pencils, if necessary.

3. Identification of the materials by name, and of the roles to

be played by the investigator, and the teacher, when present.

4. Identification of each student's answer sheet. Some kinder-

garteners had to have assistance in printing their names at

the top of the page.

When the above had been accomplished the group was ready to proceed

with the testing situation.

Directions for Taking a BSPT

The scripts that evolved for training students to take a test in

the BSPT format were also developed in the Corvallis pilot study.

Few modifications were made after April, 1968. Although present

knowledge would suggest further changes, the directions were

apparently successful and it seemed reasonable to establish a script
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at that date. Thus the remaining pilot testing time was used to gain

information about the workings of the test items themselves.

The direction scripts were the same for all grades, except for

the number of sample items included and the time allowed for students

to perform tasks. Both the number of samples and time allotments

were reduced for each succeeding grade. Directions for the two tests

at each level were identical. Time required for the directions on the

taped BSPTs varied from eight minutes for Part A to four minutes

and forty-five seconds for Part C. The only variations in the direc-

tions through the first two sample items were in the timings and

illustrative slides. In the BSPT the slides showing the answer sheets

and guides were in each case from the test being taken. The slide

variation was required by the variance in symbol size, guide size,

and the answer sheet title and answer choice profile for each BSPT.

The directions began orally, by asking for the students' quiet

attention. Then they were shown a picture of the materials in front

of them, and shown in a series of steps how to find the proper place

on their answer sheet, using the guide. Next they were shown how to

mark the symbol chosen by putting an "X" on it. The geometric sym-

bols were the only ones used, and they were never individually

referred to by names. For the most part the language used was posi-.

tive. It is now apparent that the few negative statements could

probably be removed successfully, and will be in future revisions.
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These students were not test-wise" and did not seem to have habits

or attitudes which interfered with the testing.

Portland Pilot Study

Population

From late April through May, 1968 nine classrooms of the

Portland Public Schools participated in pilot studies. These class-

rooms were in schools located in areas of the city considered average

academically and socio- economically. The teachers of the classes

tested had had training in Sci-APA and had been using these materials
to teach science during the 196 7-68 school year.

A total of 105 kindergarten students were tested in four sections.

Two first grade sections totaling 50 students were tested. A total of
102 second graders were tested in four sections.

Limitations. The AAAS materials used in Portland were from

the 1965, Third Experimental Edition of Sci-APA. The teachers

were free to select exercises and materials for presentation as they

deemed it appropriate.

Kindergarten was held three half days instead of the usual five

half days per week during the 1967-68 school year. A full-time

kindergarten teacher worked with four, rather than two sections of

students each week. Few of these teachers felt that there was time
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to present science under this limited schedule. In the kindergarten

classrooms that were in the present study the teacher felt that the

children of this limited program seemed less mature than would have

been expected from a five day per week program. Since Portland was

the only school system in Oregon that had kindergarten which was

using Sci-APA it was decided to accept these limitations for the pilot

study, rather than to work with children who were one year older than

the minimum age expected for each part of Sci-APA.

Test Time Limits Tentative goals for total test time limits

were set while making arrangements to work in the Portland schools.

Portland experience with an earlier unrelated experimental testing

situation that exceeded the patience of students and teachers led to

setting a time limit goal of 20 minutes for kindergarten. Five

minutes was added to the goal for each succeeding grade. These

goals were kept throughout the present study. The test itself was

planned for five minutes less, to allow for distribution and collection

of materials within the time limit.

Procedures for Portland Pilot Stud

Once the investigator had gained entree to the school and had

met the teachers willing to assist in the present study each teacher

was interviewed. The interview determined which exercises in

Measuring and Classifying had been taught. A testing schedule was
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Each group of test items was given twice. Intervals between

tests varied in kindergarten from two days to one week. First and

second grade test-retest intervals were one week.

The group of items assembled for a class was often unique.

The item group reflected the exercises that the students had used

during the year, and those that were prerequisites to the ones taught.

Answer sheets were constructed for each different grouping of items.

The slides, coded to match the test item code, could be used in

any order needed. Each test question was typed on an index card and

also item coded. The cards could be assembled to match the slide

and answer sheet order, with cards inserted to give cues for page

turning directions. This flexibility allowed for many trials of items

in varied sequences, with students of different ages and different

Sci-APA experience. Tape recordings were made of each of these

testing sessions to obtain information about time requirements for

the directions, and the test items. The answer sheets were scored

and results reported to the teachers, with cautions about the limited

meanings that could be ascribed to them. Test-retest information was

compared and correlated to determine the general success and con-

sistency of use of items and item groups.

Again, no data is presented for this widely variant use of the test
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items. Information gathered from the Portland studies is reflected

in the decisions made in assembling the sample BSPT.

Products of the Portland Pilot Study

Testing Assistants. The classroom teacher was used as an

assistant during the testing. The projection beam effectively divided

the class into two sections. One adult had to cross the beam, or

walk behind the entire class and the projector in order to get from a

student on one side of the room to one on the other side. Once the

test had started the adults were restricted to silent supervision, and

adjustment of guide positions. There was undoubtedly a psychological

advantage in having the classroom teacher present and participating.

The teacher also had an opportunity to know what her students were

doing. The comments received from teachers in these situations

indicated that had the test been seen and heard without children

present there would have been some real doubt expressed as to the

BSPT format feasibility. This doubt apparently was tempered a great

deal by watching their students perform in the test situation.

Kindergarten Class Size Limit. One attempt was made to test

a group of more than 30 kindergarteners. The results were frustrat-

ing for all, for several reasons. Most kindergarten classrooms are

not equipped to seat all of the students in the room at tables, which

causes a crowding situation. Many students must have assistance in
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more assistance and assurance as the test begins. Thus for these and

other reasons it was decided to declare a maximum kindergarten size

of 20 students in a testing group. This required the splitting of the

kindergarten groups tested in Portland. With smaller groups testing

did seem feasible, but finding an assistant was a problem. In one

school a room mother worked with the investigator as an assistant.

In the other an eighth grade student helped. Although both situations

worked, the mother at each testing seemed to assist and assure the

youngsters more effectively than the eighth grader.

Test-retest Intervals. Interval minimums of two days for

kindergarten, and one week for first grade were confirmed. One

week was not sufficient for second grade. It was determined to use

two weeks as a minimum test-retest interval for Part C testing in the

fall.

Test Length. The guide lines set seemed effective. Tests that

exceed the time limits on occasion were the cause of class frustration

and restlessness. Time limit goals were set at 15 minutes for kinder-

garten, 20 minutes for first grade and 25 minutes for second grade.

It will be noted that the BSPTs approached, but did not meet these

limits in all cases (see Table IV).

Symbol Size. The three-fourths inch symbols were adopted for

first grade. One-half inch symbols were used with success in second
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grade, but it appeared that these could probably have been reduced.

Item Performance. Limited item analysis indicated which items

seemed to confuse or frustrate students, and which ones though suc-.

cessful required large amounts of time to gather information. These

items were used sparingly, in the assembly of sample BSPTs.

Item Timings. The taped sessions were clocked to determine

item time use. Times used in the BSPTs were those found to be

average or less. Less than average time requirements were sug-

gested when there were delays due to investigator distraction, that

could be ignored for timing the synchronized tapes.

BSPT Measuring A. The first Part A BSPT was assembled,

tape recorded and synchronized for use in late May. Measuring A

was the shortest BSPT of the series in time and number of items.

The students who took this BSPT seemed to adjust to the testing situa-

tion faster than students who had heard the investigator read the

directions and questions. The investigator was free to serve as full-

time observer and assistant while the male voice from the tape con-

ducted the test. The 34 students in a Portland kindergarten who took

this synchronized test twice had a test-retest correlation coefficient

of 0.63. All but one of the four sectioning subgroups had much higher

correlations. These data suggested that the test-retest correlations

might be expected to indicate test reliability for the synchronized

BSPT.
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Assembly of Sample Basic Science Process Tests

Time available for test items was controlled by the over-all

limit set for each grade, and the time needed for the directions at

that level. Each BSPT was to include items representing the objec-

tives taught in the exercises for the process in the Part to be tested.

This goal was limited by the available items, which did not cover all

of the objectives to be tested, and the time limits applied at each

grade level. Items selected were those which were apparently most

successful and efficient. Where time permitted items concerning

expected prerequisites were included, and in Measuring A it was pos-

sible to include items thought to directly follow the process skills

taught at that level.

Once the items were selected, they were arranged generally in

an order which followed the hierarchy for that process. In the

Measuring process, where there are several branches of the hierarchy

taught at the same level, one branch, such as linear measuring, was

pursued from simple to complex before other branches, volume or

weight measuring were tested. To a minor degree paging of the

symbols, numerals and letters on the answer sheet was considered

in the final groupings of items. Once the item order was settled the

answer sheets were made so that the final slides could be photographed

for use in the directions.
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grade level; test item scripts in the order designated; special

directions for quantity and yes-no answers, guide placement on the

answer sheet, and page turnings. The script for a test item included

two readings of the question and directions for quietly marking the

answer sheet. The timing for the directions for each grade, and for

each test item at that grade were cued on the scripts. The voice of

Mary Ryum, Producer-Announcer for Oregon Educational Broad-

casting, is heard on all six of the tape recordings. Electronic sig-

nals for slide advancing were added to the tapes later by the investi-

gator.

An independent set of slides was assembled for each test. Each

test set, including a blank at each end of the set was placed in a

carousel for mechanized projection. The features of the six sample

BSPTs used in fall testing are summarized in Table IV.

Table IV. Sample BSPT Characteristics

Test
Exercises

included
Score

possible
Running

Time Pages
Minimum Grade
Spring Fall

M A M 1 9 16 02T 2 Kg 1

Cl A Cl 1-3 12 17' 32" 3 Kg 1

M B M 2-7 20 22' 03' 3 1 2
Cl B Cl 4-5 16 18' 54" 3 1 2
M C M 8-12 23 22' 30" 3 2 3
Cl C Cl 6-9 24 21' 45" 3 2 3

M Measuring Cl = Classifying
A, B, C match Sci-APA Parts
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When it was finally determined that Oregon did not have a popula-

tion of students who had been using the 1967 editions of Sci-APA

during the 1967-68 school year at the minimum grade levels a search

was conducted to locate an acceptable population. The goal was to

find 125 students in each of grades one, two and three who had the

previous year been taught from Sci-APA in kindergarten and grades

one and two. Fall testing had been accepted as a reasonable alterna-

tive for spring testing, even though not directly comparable. Thus,

a full set of data was to be gathered from the tests given in the fall,

prior to mid-October.

Limited and varied use was made of Sci-APA in the Western

United States in 196 7-68. School districts that had served as test

centers were still using the 1965, Third Experimental Edition,

having added few if any classrooms. A few districts had begun the

program in kindergarten only. As in Oregon, several states were

located where kindergarten was not a common phenomenon, and the

first part of Sci-APA was introduced in first grade. Thus all parts

were being used with students who were older than the minimum

suggested age.

Finally a group of twelve small school districts was located in
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Northern Wisconsin where the teachers had all participated in a train..

ing program directed by Mr. Donald M. Dailey of Superior, Wisconsin.

Mr. Dailey is a member of the Physics Department of Wisconsin

State University, Superior. Under an Elementary-Secondary Educa-

tion Act, Title IliMini-grant, Wisconsin State University, Superior,

had offered teacher training courses and consultant aid for these twelve

districts beginning in the fall of 1967. Through Mr. Dailey contact

was made with these districts and consent obtained to work in a num-

ber of them in September, 1968. School selection from among these

districts was based to some extent on the logistics of travel for the

investigator.

Selected Population

The students who had been taught Sci-APA the previous year

were in Park Falls, Phillips and Rhinelander public schools, in Price

and Oneida counties of Wisconsin. These small towns are supported

by a generally agricultural economy, with major seasonal additions

of tourism, particularly in Rhinelander. Rhinelander, the largest

community, with a population of about 10, 000, consolidated its public

school district in July, 1968 to include not only five elementary schools

in town but also six formerly independent rural elementary schools.

The public school elementary enrollment in September, 1968 was

2, 200 students. Another 700 elementary students were in three



Rhinelander parochial schools. As in most elementary schools the

first intelligence testing is done during the third grade, so no data

could be provided to indicate the standings of the students who par-

ticipated in the present study. It was assumed that these students

represented a normal population range in terms of intelligence,

educability, and general education prior to their participation in the

present study.

A total of 854 students in 34 classrooms participated in the

present study from September 9 through October 3, 1968. Five

classes in first grade, and six each in second and third grades con-

tamed a majority of students who had been in a class using Sci-APA

the previous year. Eight first grade classes, five in second grade,

and four in third grade, made up the population of students who had

not been taught from Sci-APA. The number of first grade non- Sci-

APA classes was increased when it was learned that the majority of

students in four of the classes had not been in kindergarten the pre-

vious year. Thus the first grade, non-Sci-APA group was handled as

two subgroups, those with and those without kindergarten experience.

While the first grade control population was increased, time did not

permit building it up so that each of these new subgroups was large

enough to yield the desired 100 test-retest pairs.



Fall Test Administration

Schedule Arrangement

Initial contact was made with eight of the nine schools the week

previous to testing. The Superintendent and/or the Elementary

Supervisor gave final approval for the project and contact was made

with the building principals and the teachers who were to participate.

In these initial sessions the teacher met the investigator, and learned

briefly about the testing time requirements and the teacher participa-

tion requested. The investigator met the school personnel, got

acquainted with the buildings and classrooms, and obtained informa-

tion for use in making out the testing schedule. Special activities

noted and avoided were: music, physical education and art, where

special teachers had already been scheduled. A rolling projector

cart was located in each building and a portable projection screen was

located, if these were not adequate in each classroom.

The schedule was arranged to allow 35 minutes for first and

second grades and 40 minutes for third grade. This portal-to-portal

time included room preparation, test administration and equipment

transfer to the next classroom. Additional time was allowed for

moving to a different floor, building or town. The resulting schedule

included up to eight classrooms, in one or two school buildings per

day. The schedule was repeated so that each class was visited at the



same time for each of four consecutive weeks. This allowed for the

test and retest of two BSPTs in each room with only minor variation

in the schedule which was maintained for the four weeks. Table V

indicates the schedule of test use in each grade each week. For

any one week, one BSPT was used at each grade level. The test-retest

interval for grade one was one week, and for grades two and three it

was two weeks.

Table V. Weekly BSPT Schedule .. Fall 1968

Week
G r ade

2 3 4

1 Measuring Measuring Classifying Classifying
2 Clas sifying Measuring Clas sifying Measuring
3 Clas sifying Measuring Classifying Measuring

Administration Procedures

The initial preparation of the equipment in a school took 10 to

15 minutes. This operation was done in a classroom prior to corn-

mencement of the morning or afternoon schedule, or it was done out-

side of the classroom, to minimize the distraction. Generally the

equipment was wheeled into a classroom, with the projector and tape

recorder set up on the cart and connected for synchronized playing.

A slide not from a test for that grade was used to check the

lighting conditions, and student situation in relation to the screen.



A portable speaker was connected to the tape recorder and placed in

the front of the room, under the screen, so that the visual and audio

cues came from the same direction.

Students usually assisted in the distribution of answer sheets

and guides. The instructions were given and students prepared to

take the test by putting their names on their papers. In the fall some

first graders needed assistance in putting their names on answer

sheets, but this number decreased noticeably each week. The BSPT

was run with the investigator and the classroom teacher each silently

assisting and supervising half of the class. Students then assisted in

collection of the answer sheets and guides.

When the next BSPT was to be given in the same building,

preparation was made for it during the collection of materials. The

tape was rewound, and the tape to be used was readied for the follow-

ing class. There was less student distraction while listening to the

tape and setting it in the proper position during this time. Thus the

time spent in the classroom while not actually testing was greater

following than preceding the test. The classroom teacher started the

next activity prior to the departure of the investigator in most situa-

tions.

In the second and third grades it was not necessary to ask for

teacher assistance during the BSPT after the first week. A number of

these teachers left the investigator completely in charge of the class
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during the remaining testing.

Other Information Gather

During the last three weeks, when the schedule was not as tight,

time was used to gather some information about the children, and their

Sci-APA backgrounds. Their present teachers helped to furnish class

lists and data about educational or personal factors which might be

expected to affect the present study. Information was also gathered

about which Sci-APA exercises had been taught in 18 of the 19 class-

rooms that prepared the Sci-APA student population.

Teachers of classes in the testing situation who had taught Sci-

APA and some other Sci-APA teachers viewed one or two of the

BSPTs and made comments concerning the testing procedures, and

reacted to the tasks given the children in specific BSPT items. This

information was not solicited or tallied in an objective manner, but

has been used along with the data gathered from the testing program

to analyze the performance of the students, the BSPTs, and BSPT

items.

Analysis of BSPT Information

Scoring, Reporting and Assembling Information

All BSPT items including the sample items were scored in a

binary, right-wrong fashion. Note was made of students who did not
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mark all of the sample items correctly. For a correct response,

only one symbol, the correct one, was marked. The raw score was

the number of test items marked correctly.

Each BSPT was given to each class twice. Thus each student

could have as many as four scores, a test and a retest for Measuring

and for Classifying. Two copies of each class list to which had been

added student information and the scores for all four testings were

returned to each teacher. The teacher returned one copy with con-

firmation of the student information, and comments about the BSPT

results.

Each student was assigned a four digit code, indicating the

school, grade and a student number. An IBM card was made for each

BSPT taken by each student. Personal information including student

code, sex, age range, school of Sci-APA experience and special

factors of personal and educational limitations was punched into each

card. The BSPT was coded, and each response marked on the

answer sheet was transferred into the card, along with the BSPT

score.

Each BSPT was considered separately. There were two groups

considered independently for each BSPT-- those who had taken Sci.

APA and those who had not. In the first grade a further division was

made to separate the non- Sci-APA group into those who had and those

who had not been in kindergarten the previous year. Thus there were
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six BSPTs, but fourteen test populations considered.

Students were eliminated from the group analyzed if they had

not taken both the test and retest, or if they had repeated the present

grade. Personal problems, such as vision or hearing limitations,

which might have affected their ability to perform on the BSPTs also

eliminated a few students. A total of 730 students contributed infor-

mation about at least one test-retest pair, and 656 students con-

tributed information about two test-retest pairs. Table VI shows the

number of paired BSPTs which remained in each group for analysis.

Test and Item Analysis

The scores for each group, for each BSPT were analyzed to

determine the following descriptive statistics: 1) score range, 2)

mean and 3) standard deviation. Test-retest pairs were compared

and a correlation coefficient was calculated to estimate the reliability

for each group.

The groups taking a given BSPT were compared and a t-test

on the difference of means was calculated.

BSPT items were analyzed separately within the same student

groups. The following data were determined for each item: 1) per-

cent of correct responses, 2) item difficulty and 3) item discrimina-

tion. Also test and retest performance on items was compared for

the same students. This rescoring grouped those who answered the



Table VI. Number of Test-Retest Pairs Analyzed for
Each BSPT

Control
Test Sci-APA Kg No Kg Males Females

M A 107 58 49

86

57

48

29

38

28

Cl A 109 58 51

86

59

49

30

37

29

M B 106 58 48

112 58 54

Cl B 104 55 49

109 54 55

M C 117 64 53

104 58 46

Cl C 117 63 54
110 61 49

73
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item: a) correctly both times, b) correctly only once, and c) incor-

rectly both times. This was done to estimate the stability of item

use.

A Chi- square test of homogeneity was run for the different

groups that took each item. Those items that discriminated between

testing groups were noted.

Groupings of items based on the exercises, and answer types,

were also analyzed. Patterns, or evidence of group effect on success

and consistency of use were considered.

A series of summary comments was derived as a result of

student and teacher reactions to tests or items. Such comment data

were not statistical, but exist and were handled as objectively as

feasible. Finally, analysis was made of item and BSPT effectiveness.
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IV. BASIC SCIENCE PROCESS TEST DATA ANALYSIS

Data reported and analyzed in this chapter were the products of

the fall 1968 administrations of the six sample Basic Science Process

Tests (BSPT). Data gathered from pilot studies were used in the

production of the sample BSPTs and were not reported separately.

Each BSPT was given to more than 100 students, at the mini-

mum appropriate grade level, as a posttest for one of two processes

selected from Sci-APA. A similar number of students of the same

grade level, but who lacked Sci-APA experience, took each BSPT.

Each BSPT was given to each group twice.

Most of the data reported are from the first administration of

each BSPT, and have been referred to as test data. The second

administration of each BSPT has been referred to as the retest.

The test and retest scores for a BSPT from each student were cor-

related. The correlation coefficients were used to estimate the

reliability of each BSPT. The scores made by each student on each

item at each test administration were compared. These data were

reported as the percents of correct answers given for each item on

the test and retest.
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Sample BSPT Reliability Estimates

The present study was designed to provide test-retest correla-

tion coefficients for estimating the reliability of the assembled BSPTs.

The decision to use this time consuming procedure was suggested by

the very short length, in number of items, of the BSPTs developed

for primary students. Use of the same test, after a brief interval,

was selected as the most logical way to collect data to estimate

reliabilities. Table VII lists the test-retest correlation coefficients

for each of the populations that took each of the six BSPTs.

Test-retest reliability estimates eliminate the concern for

equivalent forms or portions of one test. Student science activity

during the interval between testings which might influence the retest

results was of critical concern. The interval was one week in the first

grade and two weeks in grades two and three. Participating schools

had agreed that science teaching would be formally begun following

the completion of the present study. Only one exception was noted

in the 34 classrooms that participated. In that situation the Measuring

exercise introduced required some prerequisites tested in Measuring

C, but according to the teacher this material was not reviewed with

the class during the test-retest interval.

The first grade students took a BSPT two times in two consecu-

tive weeks, but in the second and third grades the other BSPT was
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Table VII. BSPT Test-Retest Estimates of Reliability

Number of
Test-Retest Correlation

Test Population Pairs Coefficient

Measuring A
AAAS 107 .695
X AAAS, Kg 86 . 598

XAAAS, XKg 57 .696

Measuring B
AAAS 106 .521
XAAAS 112 .426

Measuring C
AAAS 117 .504
XAAAS 104 .427

Classifying A
AAAS 109 .711
X AAAS, Kg 86 .502
XAAAS, XKg 59 .625

Classifying B
AAAS 104 .496
X AAAS 109 . 348

Classifying C
AAAS 117 .458
XAAAS 110 .355

AAAS = students who had been taught from Sci-APA the previous
school year.

X AAAS = students who had not been taught from Sci-APA.
X Kg = first grade students who had not attended Kindergarten.



taken at the midpoint between the two administrations of a given

BSPT (See Table V). The students were not told until the day of the

retest that they were to retake a test that they had already taken.

Ebel (1965) has listed several factors which can be expected to

increase the reliability of a test. These include: a) longer tests,

b) more discriminating items, c) middle difficulty items, d) use of

students of a wide ability range, and e) speeded tests. As the BSPT

do not fit several of these categories, it was anticipated that high

reliability estimates might not be obtained. A test-retest correlation

coefficient of .70 was set as an acceptable reliability estimate for

these short power tests, where all students would reach and consider

all items.

The correlations listed in Table VII show that only the two

Part A BSPTs met or approached the goal set. This was unexpected

since these were the shortest tests. The Part B and C tests as

assembled did not meet the . 70 correlation standards and thus

revision is suggested for these four tests.

There were two patterns noted in these correlations (see Table

VII). For a given grade level the first BSPT taken had a lower test-

retest correlation than the second BSPT. The first BSPTs given

were: Measuring A in first grade, Classifying B in second grade

and Classifying C in third grade. Also, all of the non-Sci-APA

groups have lower correlations for the same BSPT than the Sci-APA
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students, with the exception of the non- Sci-APA students who had not

been in kindergarten the previous year who took Measuring A.

Individual Test Analyses

Each analysis of a BSPT that follows includes two tables, one

showing the characteristics of the test and retest, and one showing

the characteristics of each item in the BSPT considered. It was

generally found that the retest scores and thus the retest means

were higher than those obtained from the initial test. The chance

score is given for each BSPT. This is the total of the guessing

probabilities for each item, which indicates the average score pre-

dicted for students who are unfamiliar with the test topic, but who

mark an answer for each item. The expected mean, also given for

each BSPT, is the point midway between the chance score and the

possible score. For a test whose items average . 50 difficulty above

the chance score the expected mean predicts where the mean will

fall. This type of statistic is based on the most effective use of

each objective test item in gathering information about the population

tested.

The item performance tables for each BSPT show the usual

statistics: percent of correct answers given, item difficulty and item

discrimination. In addition these tables list the number of students

who neglected to answer each item (Omits), and the number of
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students who marked more than one answer (Extra Marks) for each

item. The last two categories were thought to be indications of stu-

dent; confusion about the test format. It will be noted that the omits

appear more frequently at the beginning of a BSPT. Usually omits

occur in greater frequency at the end of a test, indicating the students

who had insufficient time to complete the test. Since in the BSPTs

each student in the room saw and heard each item, this latter explana-

tion was inappropriate. Omits and extra marks in a binary scoring

system received no credit. The number of omits and extra marks

shown is the total tallied for all the groups who took that BSPT. All

of the above data indicated pertains to the initial test only. Item

performance tables also give the percent of students who answered

each item correctly on both the test and the retest. Comparison of

this number with the percent of correct answers for the test only, is

an indication of the consistency with which students answered an item.

A large difference in these percents would indicate that many who

got credit for the item on the test were probably guessing.

Analysis of BSPT Measuring A (See Appendix E)

Measuring A was given during the first and second weeks of

fall testing to first grade students. As shown in Table VII the cor-

relation coefficients for the populations tested approach the goal of

0. 70. On the basis of these statistics and the fact that Measuring A
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is the shortest BSPT, containing only nine items, it seems reasonable
to suggest that this BSPT is acceptably reliable. Table VIII shows

the test and retest data for Measuring A.

Table VIII. Test and Retest Data for BSPT Measuring A

Test Retest
Population Range Mean S. D. Range Mean S. D.

AAAS 0 - 9 6.74 2. 25 1 9 7.70 1.68
AAAS, Kg 0 - 9 6.59 2.11 1 - 9 7.35 2.14
AAAS, X Kg 0 - 9 5.00 2. 36 1 - 9 6.47 2.01

S. D. = Standard Deviation. Measuring A Possible Score 9,
Chance Score 2. 30, Expected Mean = 5. 65

Of the 250 students who took Measuring A twice in the fall, 51

received perfect scores on the initial test. The test means for both

populations with kindergarten experience were well above the expected

mean. Thus, this BSPT probably does not assess all that these stu-

dents could be expected to do in the Measuring process. Three fac-

tors could contribute to the high scores: 1) the limited BSPT length,

2) the items were not sufficiently difficult, or 3) the students pos-

sessed the process skills assessed by Measuring A. Five of the nine

items were based on the objectives from exercise M 1, Comparing

Lengths.

Table IX lists the item performance data for BSPT Measuring

A. This BSPT had the largest number of omits. While they



Table IX. Measuring A Item Performance - Fall 1968

Test OnlyTest and Retest
Item Percent of Percent of Item Extra Answer
Code Correct Answers Correct Answers Item Difficulty Discrimination Omits Marks Type

X AAAS X AAAS X AAAS X AAAS
AAAS Kg X Kg AAAS Kg X Kg AAAS Kg X Kg AAAS Kg X Kg

MOl 211 .728 .523 .525 .766 .558 .562 .72 .52 .53 .55 .78 .80 25 5 S

MOl 212 .728 .698 .614 .757 .733 .719 .67 .67 .73 .66 .65 .53 34 7 S

MOl 221 .533 .489 .271 .570 .606 .333 .57 .61 .40 .86 .44 .67 30 12 S

MOl 111 .626 .722 .368 .664 .848 .403 .57 .78 .37 .86 .44 .73 19 2 S

MOl 311 .654 .606 .457 .701 .709 .508 .69 .70 .57 .62 .61 .73 19 9 S

M02 151 .645 .640 .403 .673 .698 .457 .64 .65 .53 .72 .70 .53 15 4 N
M03 131 .794 .733 .526 .869 .803 .597 .79 .76 .57 .41 .39 .73 12 1 S

M03 132 .794 .768 .526 .822 .814 .614 .81 .76 .57 .38 .48 .73 16 2 S

M05 111 .861 .710 .702 .916 .826 .817 .90 .78 .76 .21 .44 .33 8 - 5

Wisconsin First Grade Test-Retest Pairs. Number of Students, by backgrounds: AAAS 107; X AAAS Kg = 86; X AAAS X Kg 57;
Total 250. Answer Types: S = symbols; and N numerals. Items listed in the order of their use in the BSPT. A solid line indicates the end
of an answer sheet page.



decreased as the test progressed, they do suggest a serious problem.

The first five items cover the objectives from the Measuring exercise

included in Part A of Sci-APA, Thus omits on these items indicate

that the most appropriate information was not gathered concerning

the achievement of all students.

From a comparison of the percent of correct item answers for

the test only, with the percents correct for the test and retest it

appears that most of the students were certain of their answer

choices for Measuring A. From observation of student performance

in the testing situation it seemed that first graders were reluctant

to guess. It may be that the large number of omits reflects the num-

ber of students who lacked sufficient confidence to answer the ques-

tion, and thus were not credited with information called for.

The extra marks seem to be a definite indication of student

confusion. Of the 42 extra marks made on this BSPT 27 were the

correct answer. Eight of the forty-two were the correct answer for

the item directly above or below that one on the answer sheet. Thus,

at least part of the confusion seems to be related to moving the

answer guide.

Item M02 151 required the student to count units of length and

mark the numeral of his answer choice. The students seemed to know

numbers and recognize the numerals required to answer this item

successfully.



The first three items concern the same objective- -to order

objects by length. MOl 211 and MOl 212 ask the student to indicate

the extremes of an order. More students answered these items cor-

rectly than MOl 221 where they were asked to pick which of four

groups of objects shown was arranged in order from shortest to

longest. This would seem to indicate that these students were at

varying stages of reaching an understanding about ordering lengths.

These students also indicated an understanding of the extremes of

volume order. M03 131 and M03 132 asked the students to pick the

smallest and the largest containers from the group shown.

Analysis of BSPT Measuring B (See Appendix F)

Measuring B was given to second grade students during the

second and fourth weeks of fall testing. It dealt with the six

Measuring exercises contained in Part B of Sci-APA. The test-

retest correlation coefficients suggest that this BSPT, as composed,

is not sufficiently reliable. Table X lists the data analysis for BSPT

Measuring B.

Table X. Test and Retest Data for BSPT Measuring B

Test Retest

Population Range Mean S.D. Range Mean S.D.

AAAS 4 - 15 8.61 2. 11 4 - 16 9.62 2.53

X AAAS 2 - 13 8.09 2. 13 4 - 16 8.47 2.29

Measuring B Possible Score = 20, Chance Score = 5. 54, Expected Mean = 12. 77



The means for both groups were considerably below the expected

mean. The first grade classes that studied Sci-APA the previous year

which made up the AAAS population were taught from only one to three

of the six exercises covered by this BSPT. Thus, it is very likely

that many students of the AAAS population as well as the non-AAAS

students had not met many of the objectives which the items in this

BSPT were constructed to assess. Table XI lists the item perfor-

mance data for Measuring B.

There were six quantity items, three questions that called for

integer answers and three that called for non-integer answers. On

the answer sheets all of the rows of answer choices contained the

squares between numerals, allowing for non-integer answers. For

an integer answer the student was asked to mark a numeral by putting

an "X' on it, and to mark a non-integer answer by putting an on

the 'box' between the numerals that represented the answer quantity

chosen. The BSPT taken previously by these students, Classifying B,

contained only the answer symbols, so that this answer format was

new. The fact that 16 of the 22 extra marks were made on these

items suggests uncertainty about their use. Also, eight of the twenty-

three omits occurred on these six items.

The items calling for non-integer answers, M02 331, M04 411,



Table XI. Measuring B Item Performance - Fall 1968

Test OyTest and Retest
Percent of Percent of

Item Correct Coirect Item Item Extra Answer
Code Answers Answers Difficulty Discrimination Omits Marks Type

AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS

M03 141 .198 .179 .302 .304 .33 .23 .31 .33 3 1 S

M03 221 .075 .062 .094 .107 .12 .12 .24 .17 2 2 S

M03 222 .142 .080 .189 .152 .24 .20 .48 .40 2 1 S

M03 311 .566 .482 .708 .705 .67 .70 .24 .20 - - S

M02 151 .623 .616 .802 .670 .74 .68 .17 .43 - 8 N+

M02 331 .094 .071 .151 .178 .19 .18 .03 .10 1 5 N+

M04 211 .236 .071 .292 .125 .33 .10 .38 .07 1 - S

M04 411 .104 .125 .189 .259 .17 .25 .21 -.03 3 1 N+

M04 511 .123 .009 .208 .098 .22 .05 .24 .03 1 1 S

M04 512 .255 .212 .462 .491 .45 .50 .14 .33 - - S

M04 311 .311 .348 .472 .455 .41 .52 .55 .17 - 1 N+

MOS 111 .907 .967 .990 .982 1.00 .98 .00 .03 - - S

M05 311 .321 .438 .443 .536 .41 .55 .34 .30 3 1 N+

M05 122 .829 .723 .906 .839 .91 .73 .10 .30 - - S

MOS 421 . 057 027 . 123 . 143 . 17 . 13 -. 14 . 07 1 - N+

M06 141 .321 .268 .490 .428 .47 .45 .31 .50 2 - S

M06 123 .444 .331 .528 .464 .48 .48 .55 .50 1 - s

M06 131 .170 .107 .264 .259 .31 .33 .41 .13 - - S

M07 111 .254 .295 .519 .411 .55 .45 .41 .43 1 1 S

M07 311 .330 .259 .481 .482 .47 .47 .10 .47 2 - S

Wisconsin Second Grade Test-Retest Pairs. Number of Students by backgrounds: AAAS 106;
and X AAAS = 112; Total 218. Answer Types: S symbols; N+ = numerals and squares. Items
listed in the order of their nse in the BSPT. A solid line indicates the end of an answer sheet page.



and M05 421, yielded among the lowest percents of correct responses.

These include the only items with negative item discriminations,

indicating that the less successful students on this BSPT did slightly

better on these items than the most successful students. Perhaps

these students had not met the non-integer objectives of these three

exercises. At any rate, it seems likely that this format was not

clearly understood by the students. Observation of the students

corroborated by discussion with their teachers indicated that in other

activities students have frequently been taught to show a choice by

marking a space, a square, or a circle that was adjacent to a chosen

figure. Thus, it seems reasonable to suggest that the 'boxes" were

misinterpreted. Table XII provides further evidence to support the

suggestion of student misinterpretation of non-integer items. Table

XII shows that more students chose an integer on either side of the

correct non-integer response, than chose the correct answer.

Table XII. Answer Responses to Non-Integer Items in BSPT
Measuring B

Non-Integer
Lesser Integer Correct Response Greater Integer

Item Response number number Response number

M02 331 45 36 33

M04 411 68 49 36

MOS 421 45 29 90

Numbers above are from the total population of 218 second grade stu-
dents who took Measuring B in the Fall of 1968.
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M05 421 was noticeably confusing to the students while they were

taking this BSPT. It required recognition that an object on an equal-

arm balance had a weight of between two and three marbles. Two

slides were projected alternately; first two marbles were shown on the

high pan, and then three marbles on the same pan in the low position.

Each slide was shown three times. The last slide seen was the one

with three marbles. The use of this item shown in Table XII suggests

a lack of understanding of the item itself, and/or a lack of non-integer

weight awareness of 189 of the 218 students who took the BSPT.

The fact that the students were not successful with the first

three items of the BSPT is of some concern. These were three of

the four items on Comparing Volume, which only one of the six AAAS

classes had studied previously. The effect of poor student per.-

formance at the beginning of a test cannot be assessed, but most

authorities on test construction suggest placing a few items that a

large majority can be expected to answer correctly at the beginning

of a test.

The students did not do well on most of the items in this BSPT

except for two items regarding weighing objects with an equal-arm

balance. M05 ill asked which object shown was heavier, and M05

122 asked which object shown had the greatest earth-pull on it.

These were two choice items, but the percent of correct responses

is high enough for both AAAS and non-AAAS populations to suggest that



second graders, regardless of their science background, can make

these judgements correctly.

Further work is suggested for the quantity answer format. But

the similarity of Sci-APA and non- Sci-APA student use of the items

singly and the BSPT as a whole also suggest that further trials are

warranted with students who have more complete backgrounds in the

curriculum on which the BSPT is based. Such students would have had

two full years from Parts A and B of Sci-APA, rather than a portion

of one year primarily from Part B.

Analysis of BSPT Measuring C (See Appendix E)

Measuring C was given to third grade students during the

second and fourth weeks of fall testing. It dealt with the five

Measuring exercises contained in Part C of Sci-APA. The test-

retest correlation coefficients from this BSPT do not suggest that it

is reliable as composed. Table XIII lists the data analysis for

Measuring C.

Table XIII. Test and Retest Data for BSPT Measuring C

Test Retest
Population Range Mean S. D. Range Mean S. D.

AAAS 4- 18 10.72 2.61 6- 19 12.07 2.85
X AAAS 5- 18 11.14 2.75 5- 18 12.22 2.58

Measuring C Possible Score 23, Chance Score 7. 31,
Expected Mean = 15. 15.
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Both groups scored considerably below the expected mean, and

the students without any experience in Sci-APA did slightly better than

those with some Sci-APA experience. Information concerning the

exercises studied the previous year in the AAAS group was available

for only five of the six classes who studied from Part C. For these

five second grades the students had studied from one to three of the

five Measuring exercises included in Part C of Sci-APA.

In Measuring C, 17 of the 23 BSPT items dealt with the five

exercises included in Part C. The remaining items were concerned

with objectives from prerequisite exercises. Table XIV shows test

data for Measuring C and two sub-tests which yielded higher test-

retest correlations than the entire BSPT for the non-AAAS popula-

tion. Correlation coefficients would be expected to be lower for a

smaller group of items. Thus it appears that the sub-BSPTs shown

in Table XIV were more consistent than the BSPT as a whole,

indicating that item groups omitted were major sources of unreliability

and confusing to the students.

Table XIV. Test and Sub-test Data for BSPT Measuring C

AAAS X AAAS

Number Test Correlation Test Correlation
Item Group of items Mean Coefficient Mean Coefficient

Measuring C 23 10.72 .504 11.14 .427

It ems for Part C
obj ectives, only 17 7. 03 .479 7. 01 .479

Measuring C minus
non-intgçr items 20 10.14 .488 10.38 .441
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Table XV lists the item performance data for Measuring C. The

first four items and M05 121 and M03 311 were to assess objectives

from prerequisite exercises. M06 131, M07 311 and M03 311 were

used in BSPT Measuring B with similarily inconsistent results.

Of the 1 2 omits in this BSPT 10 occurred on the first three items,

which were used with little success. Thus, most students got off to

a poor start with this BSPT.

This was the only BSPT which contained all of the answer for-

mat types. Except for the symbols the number of items using each

type of answer format was too small to assess their use separately.

Table XIV does suggest that the non-integer items performed less

consistently than the others.

Third grade students did very well consistently on item M05

1 21 indicating they knew which object on an equal- arm balance has

the greatest earth-pull on it. M08 322 indicated that many also knew

which object was heaviest of a group hanging from equivalent springs

M08 321 about the same picture apparently had a poorly worded

question. The script read 'Without the hooks all five springs are

alike. Which of the springs that have hooks on them has no weight

attached to it?" Few chose the correct answer, but 144 indicated

the one spring which had neither a hook nor a weight attached to it.

There were two process skills these students clearly did not

possess, in spite of impressions to the contrary. Both were
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Fable XV. Measuring C Item Performance - Fall 1968

Test OnlyTest + Retest
Percent of Percent of

Item Correct Correct Item Item Extra Answer
Code Answers Answers Difficulty Discrimination Omits Marks Type

AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS

M04311 .051 .141 .154 .327 .14 .41 .09 .32 3 1 N+

M04 312 .077 .067 .154 .202 .13 .21 .25 .29 5 - N+

M06 131 .145 .173 .299 .327 .31 .25 .19 .43 2 - S

M07 311 .325 .414 .479 .586 .52 .55 .28 .46 - - S

M09 111 .222 .279 .299 .394 .30 .45 .28 .32 1 1 N

M09 131 .179 .135 .325 .221 .31 .23 .38 .18 - - N

Mb 111 .291 .240 .530 .442 .55 .43 .34 .14 - - L

M10 121 .529 .548 .641 .644 .59 .68 .31 .36 - - L

Ml0 122 .350 .423 .496 .538 .52 .55 .22 .46 - - L

MOS 121 .949 .923 .949 .952 .95 .98 .09 .04 - - S

M08 321 . 120 . 125 . 188 .212 .25 . 18 . 19 . 00 - 1 S

M08 322 .803 .856 .855 .933 .81 .95 .38 .11 - - S

M08 111 .333 .183 .444 .375 .48 .41 .22 .39 - - L

M03 311 .701 .635 .786 .798 .76 .82 .34 .07 - - S

M12 111 .171 .250 .369 .442 .41 .36 .25 .36 - - N

M12 131 .137 .134 .265 .231 .33 .21 .41 .07 - 1 N+

M12 211 .598 .557 .692 .673 .67 .68 .22 .50 - - S

M12 212 .572 .654 .684 .760 .66 .68 .25 .43 - - S

Mu 141 .120 .154 .179 .231 .23 .21 .28 .21 - - N

MU 142 .120 .096 .231 .250 .23 .23 .22 .11 - - N

M11243 .265 .154 .453 .279 .34 .27 .25 .46 - 1 S

Mu 241 .453 .538 .581 .654 .59 .66 .25 .54 1 1 S

MU 252 .589 .604 .667 .663 .62 .68 .44 .29 - - S

Wisconsin Third Grade Test-Retest Pairs. Number of Students by backgrounds: AAAS = 117 and
X AAAS = 104; Total 221. Answer Types: S = symbols; N = numerals; N+ = numerals and squares;
and L = letters. Items listed in the order of their use in the BSPT. A solid line indicates the end
of an answer sheet page.



associated with the correct reading of equipment commonly used in

science, thermometers and graduated cylinders.

Mu 141 and Mu 142 ask the students to determine the tern-

perature in degrees Fahrenheit and in degrees Celsius. The answer

choices were an assist in choosing the correct scale to use. In the

Portland pilot study it seemed that the marks between the enumerated

ten-degree marks were not being used correctly by these students.

Also the students seemed to choose the numeral printed on the scale

as the answer. In selecting items for the BSPT the answer was not

the same amount as a numeral printed on the thermometer. Mu 141

showed a thermometer which registered 64 degrees Fahrenheit. The

answer choices were 62, 64, 66 and 68 degrees. Only 45 students

selected 64, which on the thermometer is two two-degree marks above

60 while 161 selected 62 degrees. On Mu 142 where the thermometer

registered 18 degrees Celsius, and the choices were 12, 14, 16 and

18, all four answers were chosen almost equally, from 52 to 61

selections per choice. Only five AAAS students and eight non-AAAS

students answered both of these items correctly.

Ml 2 111 and Ml 2 131 both required the proper reading of a

meniscus of colored water in graduate cylinders. Only 16 AAAS

students and 11 non-AAAS students answered both of these items

correctly.

While this BSPT cannot be accepted as reliable or composed of
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successfully used items, further trials are called for using students

who have more appropriate backgrounds of experience in Sci-APA.

Such students would have had three full years of Sci-APA training

from Parts A, B and C, rather than a portion of one year primarily

from Part C.

Analysis of BSPT Classifying A (See Appendix E)

Classifying A was given during the third and fourth weeks of

fall testing to first grade students. The test-retest correlation

coefficients approach or meet the goal of . 70 correlation set for

acceptance as a reliable test. Considering that the length of the test

is just 12 items it seems appropriate to accept this BSPT as reliable.

Table XVI lists the BSPT analysis data for Classifying A.

Table XVI. Test and Retest Data for BSPT Classifying A

Test Retest
Population Range Mean S. D. Range Mean S. D.

AAAS 2 - 12 7. 62 2. 20 1 - 12 8. 24 2. 32
X AAAS, Kg 2 - 11 7.06 2.13 2 - 11 7.69 2.17
XAAAS, XKg 0-10 5.80 2.44 1-12 7.34 2.19

Classifying A Possible Score = 12, Chance Score = 3. 37,
Expected Mean 7. 69

The Sci-APA students scored near the expected mean, and the

other students with kindergarten experience were not far below them.
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The AAAS students were in classes that had studied from one to three

of the three Classifying exercises assessed by this BSPT. Of the six

BSPTs prepared, this one most nearly assessed the background that

the AAAS population had actually been taught.

Table XVII shows the item performance data for Classifying A.

Students were generally successful with these BSPT items. None of

the items indicates extreme success or failure, and most items were

used consistently.

Evidence of student uncertainty was less apparent for this BSPT.

Omits occurred in Classifying A with about one-fifth of the frequency

of omits in Measuring A. Of the 13 extra marks, 1 2 were for the

correct answer. The rate of omits and extra marks was slightly

higher for the non-AAAS population, but neither was a substantial

factor in item performance.

Three items from one exercise were used with seeming incon-

sistency by the non-AAAS students. These items are Cli 161, Cli
171 and Cli 311. They appeared in the order listed, and each proved

more difficult than the previous item, as anticipated. The incon-

sistency is noted here because it is the same type of result that these

three items, in the same order, yielded when used as the first three

items in Classifying B (see Table XX).

The exercise on Classifying Animals had been studied by only

one class the previous year. It is noteworthy that the items



Table XVII. Classifying A item Performance - Fall 1968

Test OnlyTest and Retest
Item Percent of Percent of Item Extra Answer
Code Correct Answers Correct Answers Item Difficulty Discrimination Omits Marks Type

X AAAS X AAAS X AAAS X AAAS

AAAS Kg X Kg AAAS Kg X Kg AAAS Kg X Kg AAAS Kg X Kg

Cli 111 .778 .488 .508 .826 .583 .559 .74 .61 .59 .45 .70 .81 4 2 S

cii 121 .733 .477 .457 .807 .594 .475 .74 .56 .50 .52 .56 .88 9 - S

Cii 161 .523 .337 .339 .670 .535 .407 .58 .59 .47 .62 .65 .56 3 - S

Cli 171 .330 .372 .153 .459 535 .373 .45 .54 .47 .48 .48 -.16 3 1 S

Cli 311 .220 .163 .085 .376 .384 .238 .38 .37 .31 .55 .48 .38 5 2 S

CJ2 121 .596 .512 .339 .660 .583 .475 .69 .56 .41 .28 .61 .56 7 2 S

CJ2 131 .284 .233 .322 .385 .384 .373 .41 .35 .38 .41 .26 .62 5 1 S

CTh 111 .817 .826 .780 .862 .861 .831 .83 .82 .78 .28 .35 .44 6 1 S

C13 121 .835 .873 .763 .881 .954 .797 .86 .93 .69 .28 .13 .62 1 2 S

C13 211 .458 .395 .356 .587 .605 .424 .66 .63 .41 .41 .31 .44 2 - S

C13 311 .578 .454 .322 .633 .535 .407 .60 .54 .41 .58 .48 .44 1 1 S

C13 321 .413 .431 .305 .440 .512 .441 .45 .54 .41 .41 .22 .31 2 2 S

Wisconsin First Grade Test-Retest Pairs. Number of Students, by backgrounds: AAAS = 109; X AAAS Kg = 86; X AAAS X Kg 59; Total 254.
Answer type S = symbols. Items listed in the order of their use in the BSPT. A solid line indicates the end of an answer sheet page.
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concerning this exercise, coded C13, were handled well by all three

populations. The pictures for these items show various groupings of

stuffed animals, and seemed to be of particular interest to students

taking this BSPT. It may be suggested that first grade students

know quite a bit about animals regardless of science training.

In most respects this BSPT worked successfully as an objective

test of reasonable reliability, and one which caused limited student

frustration or confusion. It must be noted that most of the students

had taken a BSPT on two occasions prior to taking Classifying A.

This fact suggests that previous experience with this type of test might

be a necessary prerequisite to successful functioning of a BSPT. The

investigator had this impression on many occasions while administer-.

ing the first BSPTs. The second and succeeding sessions in most

classrooms were much smoother operations, seemingly due to the

fact that the students knew what to expect, and probably thought

that they could handle the task.

Analysis of Classifying B (See Appendix E)

Classifying B was given during the first and third weeks of fall

testing to second graders. The test-. retest correlation coefficients

were low for this BSPT, and suggest that Classifying B, as presently

composed, is not sufficiently reliable. Table XVIII lists the test and

retest data for Classifying B.



Table XVIII. Test and Retest Data for BSPT Classifying B

Test Retest
Population Range Mean S. D. Range Mean S. D.

AAAS 4- 14 10.01 2.34 4- 15 11.48 1.98
XAAAS 5-14 9.16 2.76 5-15 11.20 1.95

Classifying B Possible Score = 16, Chance Score = 3.92,
Expected Mean 9. 96

As noted on page 95 the first three items of this test were also

used, in the same order, in Classifying A. In Classifying B these

items also seem to be a source of confusion, and did not serve as

the review intended. Though reliability is still not increased to an

acceptable level, Table XIX indicates the effect of removing these

items from the test data. Although reducing the length of the BSPT

would be expected to reduce the correlation coefficient, the reverse

was true in this case for both populations.

Table XIX. Test and Sub-Test Data for BSPT Classifying B

AAAS X AAAS

Number Test Correlation Test Correlation
Item Group of Items Mean Coefficients Mean Coefficients

Classifying B 16 10. 01 .496 9. 16 . 348

Items for Part B
objectives only 13 9.13 .539 8.44 .474

Only two first grade classes of the six that had been taught

from Sci-APA the previous year had the two Classifying exercises



covered by Classifying B. For the 13-item sub.test over these

objectives the 20 students in one school had a mean of 9. 60 and the

other class of 20 students had a mean of 10. 30. These two cases

suggest that this test could be expected to discriminate between those

with experience in the exercises of Sci-APA and those who had not

had such experience.

Table XX lists the item performance data for Classifying B.

There were a large number of omits, considered here to indicate

confusion or indecision. The omits appeared in the greatest con-

centration on the first three items. Of the 97 omits for the first

three items, 74 items were left unmarked by students who had Sci-

APA experience. The AAAS students continued to leave more items

unmarked for the next four items which were concerned with Observing

Living and Nonliving Things. Of the 38 omits for these four items 28

were from the AAAS students.

The students who took this test the first time seemed tense to

the investigator. They seemed unsure of what to do, and afraid to

guess on an item. During the fall testing in 34 classrooms there

were four instances of a student in a class becoming so unnerved as

o cry. Three were second grade students, each of whom began to

cry during the directions for taking Classifying B or during the first

few items. This tended to upset others in the same area of the class.

Each of the four students got over the crying and began to work on the
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Table XX. Classifying B Item Performance - Fall 1968

Test OnlyTest + Retest
Percent of Percent of

Item Correct Correct Item Item Extra Ansr
Code Answers Answers Difficulty Discrimination Omits Marks Type

AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS

cli 161 .135 .184 .327 .468 .33 .48 .14 .14 34 1 S

Cli 171 .173 .138 .298 .238 .32 .26 .21 .31 33 2 S

Cli 311 .087 .101 .240 .193 .29 .21 .43 .28 30 - S

C14 241 .452 .367 .481 .394 .45 .38 .61 .41 13 1 S

C14 271 .596 .542 .625 .596 .59 .58 .68 .76 5 1 S

C14 272 .529 .423 .663 .541 .68 .58 .57 .58 12 1 S

C14 281 .404 .358 .510 .468 .52 .48 .68 .34 8 - S

C15 111 .548 .505 .654 .615 .68 .58 .43 .28 6 2 S

C15 112 .952 .954 .952 .972 .95 .95 .11 .10 4 - S

C15 121 .962 .991 .962 1.000 .93 1.00 .14 .00 1 - S

CiS 122 .884 .882 .923 .908 .86 .90 .21 .07 1 1 S

C15 131 .693 .597 .808 .679 .75 .69 .43 .34 3 - S

C15 142 .528 .432 .721 .541 .77 .57 .32 .52 1 - S

C]5 141 .173 .257 .327 .303 .32 .29 .21 .38 1 - S

ClS 211 .519 .468 .615 .615 .64 .64 .43 .24 1 - S

CIS 232 .846 .743 .894 .807 .89 .79 .21 .34 2 - S

Wisconsin Second Grade Test-Retest Pairs. Number of Students by backgrounds: AAAS = 104; and
X AAAS = 109; Total = 213. Answer Type: S = symbols. Items listed in the order of their use in
the BSPT. A solid line indicates the end of an answer sheet page.
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test. The few cases of outbursts during the spring pilot studies

occurred exclusively in first grade. It appeared that students of this

age were more tense and fearful of making a wrong choice. Many

students did poorly on the first three items. A large number

answered none of these items correctly; there were 34 AAAS stu.-

dents and 41 non-AAAS students who missed all three.

This poor beginning for the first BSPT apparently affected the

performance of many students. The amount of gain from test to

retest means shown in Table XVIII also indicates the effect of the

hesitancy of these students on the first trial of Classifying B. One

suggested improvement to reduce this type of hesitancy would be a

more effective set of sample items. Such items would make a better

transition from the directions to the actual BSPT items.

AnalysisofBSPTClassifyingC (See Appendix E)

Classifying C was given to third grade students during the first

and third weeks of fall testing. The test-retest correlation coefficients

for this BSPT indicate unacceptable reliability. The items in this

BSPT assess the objectives in four Classifying exercises included in

Part C of Sci-APA. Table XXI lists test and retest data for BSPT

Classifying C.

Information was unavailable about which Sci-APA exercises

were studied the previous year by one of the six classes that made
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up the AAAS population. Of the five classes from which information

was gathered, the study of Classifying exercises varied from none

to two of the four exercises contained in Part C of Sci-APA. Two

Classifying exercises, Cl 7 about the solid, liquid and gas states of

matter, and Cl 9 about separating materials from mixtures were not

studied by any of the five classes.

Table XXI. Test and Retest Data for BSPT Classifying C

Test Retest
Population Range Mean S. D. Range Mean S. D.

AAAS 12- 21 16.81
XAAAS 10-21 16.45

Classifying C Possible Score = 24,
Expected Mean 15.02

2.09 9- 24 16.97 2.46
2.26 7- 23 17.04 1.81

Chance Score 6.03,

Table XXII shows the item performance data for Classifying C.

The first six items cover Solids, Liquids, and Gases, and both

populations who had no experience in this exercise did equally well.

The last eight items assess the objectives on separating materials

from mixtures, and both student populations did very well on a num-

ber of these items. Nineteen people answered all eight of these

items correctly. The last five items are a sequence all of which

should be answered correctly to indicate achievement of the objec

tives- - to determine the amount of each component in a mixture by

comparing weights or volumes.
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Table XXII. Classifying C Item Performance Fall 1968

Item
Code

Test + Retest
Percent of

Correct
Answers

Percent of
Correct
Answers

Item
Difficulty

Test Only

Item
Discrimination Omits

Fxtia
Marks

Answer
Type

AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS AAAS X AAAS

C17 111 .256 .149 .308 .173 .34 .15 .12 .17 2 6 S

C17 112 .248 .255 .478 .473 .52 .50 .16 .33 1 3 S

C17 211 .582 .627 .692 .791 .69 .78 .31 .23 - 1 S

C17 221 .616 .718 .744 .809 .73 .85 .47 .17 1 S

C17 311 .402 .446 .641 .582 .69 .58 .38 .23 2 1 S

C17 321 .205 .254 .350 .354 .34 .40 .44 .40 - - N

C16 111 .855 .827 .905 .909 .88 .88 .19 .17 - - S

C16 112 .470 .463 .590 .627 .58 .60 .28 .20 - - S

C16 121 .607 .733 .786 .864 .80 .90 .28 .20 - - N

C16 311 .402 .264 .427 .345 .44 .30 .44 .27 1 1 S

C16 312 .873 .763 .897 .782 .89 .78 .16 .43 2 - S

C18 111 .976 .928 .991 .954 .98 .93 .03 .13 - 2 5

C18 112 .934 .928 .983 .954 .98 .93 .03 .13 - 3 S

C18 113 .950 .919 .983 .945 .98 .93 .03 .13 2 1 5

CIS 321 .368 .355 .564 .491 .59 .52 .19 .57 1 - S

C18 211 .197 .164 .402 .373 .34 .38 .06 .17 - - S

C]9 111 .462 .554 .658 .682 .64 .70 .22 .33 - - L

C]9 121 .212 .227 .436 .427 .42 .38 .47 .30 - - 5

Ci9 211 .291 .164 .427 .391 .41 .43 .12 .10 - - L

C19 311 .942 .919 .966 .964 .97 .97 .06 .00 - - 5

C19 321 .855 .800 .914 .864 .92 .82 .09 .23 - - S

C]9 331 .855 .827 .940 .891 .92 .88 .09 .10 - - S

C]9 341 .882 .900 .949 .945 .94 .95 .12 .10 1 - S

Ci9 351 .796 .809 .838 .864 .81 .80 .25 .20 - - S

Wisconsin Third Grade Test-Retest Pairs. Number of Students by backgrounds: AAAS = 117 and
X AAAS = 110; Total = 227. Answer Types: S = symbols; N = numerals; and L = letters.
Items listed in the order of their use in the BSPT. A solid line indicates the end of an answer sheet
page.
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Classifying 8, The Color Wheel-- An Order Arrangement

presented special problems for this test format. These BSPT items

were to be administered in a variety of classrooms, having a wide

diversity of semi-dark conditions at testing time. The color intensity

seen in a room is a function of a person's position in relation to the

position of the projector and the screen. Thus light condition

variance within the classroom was anticipated for students in the

same class. The first objective in Cl 8 requires the identification

of the six principal colors. For three items these six colors were

arranged in the color wheel, each adjacent to an answer symbol.

Items ClB 111, Cl8 112 and C18 113 asked the student to identify

blue, red and purple. It should be noted that most students did this

correctly consistently. The explanation for the incorrect answers

is of most concern. Incorrect responses could be due to limited

visual or lighting conditions, careless use of the answer sheet and

guide in marking the answers, or to individual variance in color

perception. Incorrect color identifications were made by five stu-

dents for blue, and nine students each for red and purple. The

extra marks and omits will not explain all of these as carelessness
or confusion. The investigator made an effort to find which students

who viewed these items were color-blind, but in no cases did the

school records in Portland or Wisconsin contain such information.

It seems reasonable to suggest that a few of these students may be
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unable to distinguish all of the principal colors.

One other slide in this BSPT served as an indicator for a room

that was too light for good viewing, or where students were not in

good positions in relation to the screen. C16 1 21 was a slide of dark

exposure, of three fish in an aquarium. The students were asked to

indicate how many swimming animals they saw. Answers of less than

three were logical if the room was too light. There were 24 such

answers, some of which may be attributed to unfavorable lighting or

student situation in the room. Ci6 111 had asked the students which

aquarium object was a swimming animal, and most of the students

answered this correctly. Thus C16 121 should have been easily done,

but was not successfully answered by as many people, indicating some

light and/or visual difficulties.

Since the background of the AAAS group was not strong in these

exercises, and the control group did about as well with both groups

exceeding the expected mean it is necessary to question the difficulty

of this BSPT. It seems appropriate to consider rescoring two item

groups in particular: C18 111, Cl8 112 and C18 113; and C19 311,

C19 321, C19 331, C19 341 and C19 351. It also seems possible that

the difficulty of these items was not great enough or that third grade

students meet these objectives without Sci-APA experience.
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Use of BSPTs by Students in Different Grades

There were noticeable patterns of student responses to the BSPT

situations presented in this study. The third grade students took it

most matter-of-factly, or maturely. This was true whether or not

they knew the information called for. They seemed willing to respond

to each item and continue on to the next. These students were quite

self-sufficient about doing their own BSPTs.

Second grade students were quite tense about the initial BSPT

situation. This was aggravated by the Classifying B items used at the

beginning of the first BSPT these students saw. These students

seemed fearful of making incorrect responses. This led to a search-

ing of other students papers for help, when the student was in doubt.

However, most of these students were protective of their own papers,

and apparently very limited sharing of information occurred.

First grade students were hesitant with the first BSPT. They

were uncertain of how they were to respond, and reluctant to guess if

they did not know an answer. These students were at times eager to

help each other. A student who knew an answer often wanted to share

it with other less fortunate students in that area of the room. Cheat-

ing was not a consideration with these students; their sharing efforts

were aimed at assisting fellow students. The amount of sharing was

reduced at each successive testing session, and generally had been
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eliminated by the third week when these students first took Classifying
A. Extra marks are at times an indication of the additions of shared

information to the answer sheet while neglecting to erase the
originally marked answer. Such sharing by the confident, and

usually correct students, may account for the high means on Measur-
ing A.

No effort was made to limit the number of first graders tested
at one time during the fall testing. As many as 30 students did take
a BSPT at one time. The student uncertainty noted during the use of

Measuring A suggests that this number is too large, at least for the
first trial of a BSPT.

Comparison of C1assyg and Measuringrocess Results

Table XXIII indicates the relative difficulty of the BSPTs for the
two processes assessed. Difficulty is noted by comparing the test

means with the expected mean for each BSPT.

It appears that either the Classifying B and C BSPTs were not

sufficiently difficult, or that the students who took these BSPTs had

attained these Classifying process skills. On the other hand either

the Measuring B and C BSPTs were too difficult, or the students had

not met the objectives of the exercises that were designed to teach
these process skills. Since the use of these four BSPTs was not

consistent enough to consider them reliable it is impossible to more
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than suggest possible explanations for the results obtained.

Table XXIII. Comparison of BSPT Expected and Obtained Test Means

X AAASNumber of Expected AAAS
Test Exercises Mean Mean Kg Mean X Kg Mean

MeasuringA 1 5.65 6.74 6.59 5.00
Measuring B 6 12.77 8. 61 8.09
MeasuringC 5 15.15 10,72 11.14

Classifying A 3 7.69 7.62 7.06 5.80
Classifying B 2 9.96 10.01 9.16
ClassifyingC 4 15.02 16.81 16.45

It seems that the population of students with Sci-APA

experience, while the best available, was less than ideally prepared

in this science curriculum. These students were products of the

initial year of Sci-APA use by their teachers and in their schools,

It is expected that the teachers would be able to do a more thorough

job of teaching Sci-APA after the first year. Also the Part B and C

items were piloted and the BSPTs given to students who had a maxi-

mum of one year instead of the two or three suggested for these

stages in the curriculum. Thus the Part B and C BSPTs have not

been properly tried. The items chosen for inclusion may or may not

be of reasonable difficulty, thus the instruments considered were,

at best, transitional,
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BSPT Results Indicative of Pop44ion Differences

Two types of analyses were made to determine what differences

existed between the BSPT results from students with Sci-APA

experience and from students without AAAS experience. At-test of
the difference between means was calculated for each BSPT comparing

AAAS and non-AAAS student populations. Further comparisons were
made for the first grade students to determine the effect of kinder-

garten experience within the non.-AAAS population. Table XXIV sum-

marizes the results of these t-tests which are based on the test only
data. All of the significant statistics reported are from cases where
the AAAS mean exceeded the non-AAAS mean, or the kindergarten

mean exceeded the non-kindergarten mean.

Table XXIV. Population Differences as Determined by t-Test of
BSPT Mean Differences

AAAS and Kg only, AAAS X AAAS only,
BSPT X AAAS and X AAAS Kg and X Kg

MeasuringA .01 n.s. .01
Measuring B . 10

Measuring C n. s.
Classifying A .01 . 10 .01
Classifying B .05
Classifying C n. s.

Number indicates the level of significance.
n. s. no significant difference.
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The AAAS population scored significantly higher than the non-

AAAS students on both Part A BSPTs. When the non-AAAS students

were compared on the basis of previous school experience the kinder-

garten experienced students scored significantly higher on both Part

A BSPTs than students who had not been in kindergarten the previous

year. When the AAAS experience was compared using only those

students who had kindergarten experience the Measuring A popula-

tions show no significant difference, and the Classifying A BSPT

yields a . 10 t-test significance. Thus the Classifying A difference

is greater than the Measuring A difference within the kindergarten

experienced group, but is of dubious significance. It seems

evident that the addition of the non-kindergarten students, who scored

significantly lower than the kindergarten non-AAAS students, to the

non-AAAS population is the major factor in making the difference

between means of the total populations significant.

The Part B BSPTs show some difference between population

means. At-test significance of . 10 is of doubtful import for

Measuring B which was not used consistently enough to consider it

reliable. The . 05 t-test significance for Classifying B is more

substantial. This is one of several indications that Classifying B

does distinguish between those with and those without AAAS experience.

But the low estimate for the reliability of this BSPT casts doubts on

the t-test significance. Neither of the Part C BSPTs seemed to
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distinguish between the populations with and without AAAS experience.

Chi.- squares were calculated to determine whether or not the

means for each item were homogeneous when comparing populations.

Comparisons were made for all items between the AAAS and non-

AAAS populations. Within the AAAS population comparisons were

made based on the Sci-APA exercise, and prerequisite exercise

experiences of student class groups during their study of Sci-APA

the previous year. The first grade was compared based on whether

or not the students had been in kindergarten the previous year. A

significant Chi- square suggests rejection of the assumption that the

means compared were homogeneous. Table XXV lists the Chi-.

squares that were significant for items for Measuring A and

Classifying A.

Seven of the nine items in Measuring A appear in Table XXV,

giving indications that they yielded varying performances from stu-.

dents with different backgrounds in schooling, or in Sci-APA. The

items coded MOl were based on objectives from the Measuring

exercise taught in Part A. The other items were based on objectives

from exercises in Part B of Sci-APA. It is noteworthy that the with-

in AAAS comparison showed a difference in item performance for the

items based on an exercise taught to only part of the AAAS population.

Seven of the twelve BSPT items from Classifying A also appear to

discriminate between student populations. The two BSPTs from which
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the items listed in Table XXV are taken were the ones that were

reliable, and showed significant mean differences between populations.

Table XXV. Population Differences as Determined by Chi-square Tests for Homogeneity of BSPT
Item Means for Part A Test Only Data

Within AAAS
Total Kindergarten Sci-APA Within X AAAS

Item Code AAAS and X AAAS AAAS and X AAAS Experience Kg and X Kg

MOl 211 .005 .005 .050
MOl 221 .025 .005
MOl 111 .005 .005 .005

M01311 .005 .025

M02 151 .005
M03 131 .005 .010

M03 132 .010

cli 111 .005 .005

Cli 121 .005 .005 .025
Cli 161 .005

C]2 121 .025 .050
C13 121 .005
CL3 221 .050
C13 331 .025 .005

Number indicates level of significance of the Chi-square

Table XXVI lists the Chi- squares that were significant for items

from the Part B and C BSPTs. Proportionately fewer items

represent each of these BSPTs than was true in Table XXV. There

are eight items from Classifying B, a BSPT of sixteen items, which

contained thirteen items on the exercises from Sci-APA Part B. It

was expected that Classifying B should be better represented in
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Table XXVI since it was the only BSPT of the four included that had a

significant U-test for the difference of population means.

Table XXVI. Population Differences as Determined by Chi-square Tests for Homogeneity of BSPT
Item Means for Part B and Part C Test Only Data

Within AAAS Within AAAS
Item AAAS and Sci-APA Item AAAS and Sci-APA
Code Part X AAAS Experience Code Part X AAAS Experience

M02 151 B .050 Cli 161 B .050
M04211 B .005 C14 241 B .050
M04511 B .025 C14 271 B .050

'CIS 111 B .005

M04 311 C .005 --- ClS 121 B .050
M10 111 C .005 C15 131 B .050

M10 121 C .025 CiS 142 B .010

M08111 C .025 C15211 B .050

M12 131 C .025

Mu 141 C .005 C17 111 C .025

Mu 243 C .010 C16 121 C .025

C163l2 C .025

C18 321 C .005

Numbers indicate level of significance of the Chi-squares.

Table XX VII lists Chi- squares that were significant for groups

of items that corresponded to the exercises taught in Sci-APA. It

is noteworthy that the four exercises taught in Part A appear, along

with just two other exercises. Classifying 5 was one of the two

assessed by Classifying B, which as noted earlier seems to have

some discriminating function. Measuring 1 2 was only significant

for within AAAS group experience in Sci.-APA.
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Table XXVII. Population Differences as Determined by Chi-square
Tests for Homogeneity of BSPT Items Grouped by
Exercise from Test Only Data

Exercise Part

Measuring 1 A

Measuring 12 C

Classifying 1 A

Classifying 2 A

Classifying 3 A

Classifying 5 B

AAAS and
X AAAS

005

025

050

W ith in AAAS
Sci-APA

Experience

Number indicates level of significance.

.010
050

Within X AAAS
Kg and X Kg

005

.010

Two of the six sample BSPTs assembled and administered to

students during fall 1968 seem to have some merit. They were both

constructed to accompany Part A of Sci-APA. These tests could be

considered acceptably reliable based on test-retest correlations.

They do have significantly different means for students with and

without AAAS experience, although this seems to be influenced by

the inclusion of non-AAAS students who also lacked kindergarten

experience. Fourteen of the twenty-one items that make up the Part

A BSPTs and all four of the exercise item groups were rejected as

having homogeneous means for at least one of the population groups

compared.

Classifying B also yielded statistical data indicating some

acceptable characteristics. While not sufficiently reliable the
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difference of population means was significant, and Chi- square

statistics indicate rejection of population homogeneity for half of the

items and one of the exercises assessed.

Measuring B and the Part C BSPTs did not yield significant

data. It must be noted that the students who took the Part B and

Part C BSPTs had a maximum of one year of experience in Sci-APA,

rather than the two or three recommended by the time of completion

of Parts B and C.
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The major purpose of the present study was to determine

whether science process achievement tests could be developed that

could be administered to groups of primary grade students. A par-

ticular format was proposed which called for students to view and

hear test items consisting of projected 35 mm color slides with

explanations and questions supplied by a tape recording which also

controlled the slide projection. Each student was to indicate his own

answer to each test item by marking the appropriate symbol on his

own answer sheet. In this way it was proposed that primary grade

students who had yet to perfect their reading and writing skills could

be assessed in class-size groups regarding their science process

skill achievements.

Six samples of the Basic Science Process Test (BSPT) format

were developed. Each BSPT was constructed to accompany the

objectives taught in one of the Basic Science Processes in one part

of the 1967 edition of Science--A Process Approach (Sci-APA).

There was a BSPT for each of the first three parts of Sci-APA for

the Measuring process and for the Classifying process.

Development of the BSPTs required the design and construction
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of the test items, development of directions for taking the BSPTs and

establishment of general operational procedures for BSPT adminis-

tration. The investigator produced the slides, scripts and answer

sheets. BSPT items were validated by agreement of a critique jury

that the items met the objectives from Sci.-APA they were constructed

to assess and could be expected to elicit information from children of

the minimum expected ages (see Appendix C). BSPT reliabilities

were estimated by correlating the test and retest results from fall

1968 administrations.

Materials were used with students at three stages during the

developmental procedures. First, spring 1968 pilot work was done

with 70 Corvallis, Oregon students in kindergarten and first grade to

establish the general testing procedures and to develop the BSPT

directions and sample items. Second, Portland, Oregon students who

had studied Sci-APA from the 1965 edition for one year were given

groups of BSPT items. The 105 kindergarten, 50 first grade and 102

second grade students tested in the spring of 1968 provided information

about BSPT item functioning, time requirements for each item, and

test-retest time intervals. Third, assembled BSPTs were tried in

the fall of 1968 with 854 students in Park Falls, Phillips and

Rhinelander, Wisconsin, half of whom had studied the 1967 edition of

Sci-APA only the previous year. The groups of first, second and

third grade students, given two BSPTs twice, provided test-retest
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scores for BSPT reliability estimations.

Fall 1968 data were used for detailed item and sample BSPT

analysis. Information reported from each BSPT included: 1)

reliability estimates; 2) test and retest data-- range, mean and

standard deviation; 3) BSPT item performance for test administration- -

percent of correct responses, item difficulty, item discrimination,

and items eliciting extra marks or omits; and 4) percent of correct

responses on both the test and retest. Each of the above analyses

w as done separately for the population of students who had AAAS

experience and the population that lacked this science experience. In

first grade a division of the non-AAAS population considered those

with and those without kindergarten experience for each of the above

analysis categories.

A second purpose of the study was to determine whether the

BSPTs developed distinguished between student populations that did

or did not have experience in Sci-APA. Data from the different

populations that took the same BSPTs were compared to determine

what differences were evident in their performances. The!-test
was applied to the difference of BSPT means, and Chi- squares were

calculated for each item and for items grouped by Sci-APA exercises

to test for homogeneity of item means across populations.
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Conclusions

Evidence from the present study indicated that the test format

proposed can be made to function effectively as a group test for pri-

mary grade students. Fall testing of first, second and third grade

students proceeded efficiently with the six sample BSPTs which were

administered twice to each class. The data produced from the two

BSPTs which accompany Part A of Sci-APA show these tests to be

reliable at the agreed upon level and to contain items which function

effectively. Table XX VIII summarizes the data and statistics for the

three BSPTs which are indicative of the format success. Classifying

B, included in Table XXVIII, is not sufficiently reliable, but did meet

some of the performance standards expected of objective tests.

The BSPTs omitted from Table XXVIII, Measuring B, Measuring C

and Classifying C, did not attain the reliability standard established

for them and did not distinguish between the student populations that

took them.

Students reacted favorably to the BSPTs and seemed to be able

to respond appropriately to the format and to individual items. The

test lengths were apparently reasonable for first administration.

Students did tend to become impatient with the slow pace of the same

BSPT on the retest, particularly if they had done well on the first

presentation.
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Table XXVIII. Summary of Fall 1968 Data Supporting BSPT Format

Characteristic Measuring A Classifying A Classifying B

Grade 1 1 2

Number of Items 9 12 16

Test- Retest Reliability
Estimate

AAAS .695 .711 .496
X AAAS, Kg .598 .502 .346

X AAAS, X Kg .696 .625

Test Mean
AAAS 6.74 7.62 10.01

XAAAS, Kg 6.59 7.06 9.16
X AAAS, X Kg 5.00 5.80

Expected Mean 5.65 7.69 9.96

t-test on Mean Difference
AAAS X AAAS .01 .01 .05
X AAAS, Kg X Kg . 01 . 01 - -

Number of Items That
Discriminated Between
Populations as Indicated
by Chi-squre Test for
Homogeneity of item
Means 7 7 8
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Several features of the BSPTs recommend them over other test-

ing techniques. Groups of students saw and heard information in this

test and were able to indicate, individually and quietly, their decisions

about the questions. All students had an equal opportunity to consider

each item. The assembled BSPT once started continued to operate

automatically from the signals on the tape recording, leaving the

administrator free to observe and assist students.

There were two factors which seemed to contribute to the

limited success of the BSPTs built to accompany the second and third

parts of Sci-APA. First, the students at all grade levels had studied

Sci-APA for a maximum of one year, starting with Part A, B or C.

Thus, the second and third grade students had one-half or one-third

of the recommended time in Sci-APA. Only Classifying B indicated

that one-half of the recommended experience was better than none.

The second factor was that science content, vocabulary and

concepts, incorporated within a process hierarchy is more complex

at higher levels. Thus, process skills taught in Parts B and C of

Sci-APA would less often be learned as part of other subject matter,

and would thus be more specific to science. This complexity, and

non-common aspect of higher level hierarchy skills is particularly

noticeable inthe Measuring process. Metric units were introduced

beginning in Part B. Other school or general studies in first and

second grades rarely make use of the metric system. Thus other
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students are less likely to know the system, and those who learn it

have little opportunity to use it in non-science activities.

The two BSPTs which were reliable did distinguish between

students who did and who did not have Sci-APA experience. It is

expected that future trials of the BSPTs constructed to accompany

the second and third parts of Sci-APA with students who have studied

the curriculum for two or three years should yield more reliable

scores which would discriminate between populations with and without

appropriate experience. This extension of the present study will be

possible when students are available who have studied the 1967 editions

of Sci-APA for three years.

Re commendations

The following recommendations are made on the basis of this

inve stigation.

A. Regarding improvement of the BSPTs that were used during

the fall of 1968, it is recommended that:

1. The BSPTs that accompany Parts B and C of Sci-APA

be given to students with two or three years of

experience in the curriculum to:

a. establish test-retest reliability estimates

b. determine whether these BSPTs can distinguish be.-

tween students with and without experience in
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Sci-.APA.

2. Revision of the directions and sample items for all

BSPTs be made to:

a. omit negative statements

b. train students with sample questions as well as

to use answer symbols.

3. Student use of item time allotments be studied to deter-

mine possible synchronization adjustments.

4. The answer formats be studied to determine adjustments

that would minimize student confusion.

B. Regarding extensions of the BSPT format, it is recom-

mended that:

1. A Sample Test be constructed in the format to:

a. give directions to train students in BSPT use and

to give sample BSPT items covering several

processes and answer format types.

b. reduce the time required for directions on each

BSPT

c. reduce student confusion and uncertainty at the time

of actual BSPT administration.

2. Additional BSPT items and tests be prepared for

Measuring and Classifying to accompany Parts D and

E of Sci-APA.
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4. Test items and BSPTs be constructed for other basic

science processes.

5. Possible answer sheet revisions be considered to:

a. reduce symbol size

b. develop a more successful non-integer answer

format

6. Scoring techniques be devised to:

a. assess individual objectives, exercises or skill

groups

b. assess process hierarchy arrangements

7. Consideration be given to transferring BSPTs to other

media, such as 16 mm color sound film

C. Regarding study of educational measurement with multi-

media, it is recommended that similar testing be

investigated to:

1. Assess the achievements of young children in other

subject matter areas.

2. Assess subjects that are taught with multimedia, such

as science laboratories

3. Determine other media combinations that should also

be applicable to assessment.
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APPENDIX A

TERMINOLOGY FROM SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH

This synopsis of terminology is taken from Section I of Science- - A

Process Approach: An Evaluation Model and Its Application, Second

Report (Walbesser, 1968), which contains more detailed information

than is provided here.

Science Processes - Those activities common to scientists in all
scientific disciplines when they are practicing science.

Exercise - a learning activity set combined to teach a few inter-
related behavioral objectives. Such a group is identified
with one learning task and labeled by its associated pro-
cess.

Part - A group of 20 to 25 exercises expected to provide science
study for one school year.

Task - describes a performance which can be expected of a
learner who has mastered a process skill. Element of
the process hierarchy.

Terminal Behavior - The behavior the learner is expected to be able
to exhibit after some specified instruction for which there
are one or more behaviors to be acquired as prerequisites.
The desired outcome of instruction.

Learning hierarchy - a terminal behavior, its identified subordinate
behaviors and the hypothesized dependencies among the
behaviors. A hypothesized sequence of dependencies.

Behavioral objectives - clear and explicit descriptions of specific,
reliably observable behaviors, expected in each learner
who has participated in an instructional unit. State the
minimal requirements for progressing to the next step in
development.
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Developmental sequence - behavioral objectives ordered as steps in
one or more learning hierarchies that represent a pro-
gression of intellectual development of the individual. The
acquisition of certain behaviors should make the acquisi-
tion of other more advanced and complex behaviors highly
probable. Failure to acquire simpler behaviors makes
attainment of the complex ones highly unlikely.

Action Verbs The following verbs, included here with a brief defini-

tion, and their synonyms are used in the objectives which appear in

each exercise to describe what the successful student will be expected
to do.

Identify Select the correct object, or object properties and
kinds of changes. Selects, points to, touches,
picks up, chooses.

Distinguish Identify objects or events from among two or more
which are potentially confusable, or choose between
two contrasting identifications.

Construct Make a statement or design a procedure which
identifies a designated object or set of conditions.
Make, build, put together, assemble, draw, design.

Name Supply the correct name for a class of objects or
events. State, write, read.

Order Arrange two or more objects or events in proper
order in accordance with a stated category. Arrange.

Describe Identify and name all the necessary classes of objects,
object properties, or event properties, that are
relevant to a description which another individual
would be able to use to identify the item being
described. Report, compare.

Demonstrate Perform the operations necessary to carry out a
procedure. Show, Carry out this procedure.
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State a Rule Make a verbal or written statement which states a
rule, a principle, an axiom, or a law including the
names of proper classes of objects or events in their
correct order. State a law, principle, definition, or
axiom.

Apply a Rule Use a principle, a rule or a law to construct an
answer to a question. Apply a law, principle, or
definition.
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Table XXIX. MEASURING HIERARCHY

136

Process Exercise

HierarçjyChart
Level Cell Task

M 1 2 A Distinguishing the relative length of two objects by super-
position.

M 1 3 A Ordering lengths from the shortest to the longest.

M 5 6 A Distinguishing the relative weight of obj ects by lifting.

M 6 7 A Distinguishing the relative area of two or more obj ects
by super-position.

M 2 7 B Ordering lengths by comparison with an agreed-upon
scale.

M 3 7 C Identifying which containers are of equal or unequal
volume by comparing their liquid capacities.

M 4 8 A Demonstrating a procedure for finding the length of an
object in centimeters, decimeters or meters.

M 2 8 B Demonstrating a procedure for finding the length of an
objeèt in units on an agreed upon scale.

M 3 8 C Identifying which of two containers of grossly different
shape holds the greater volume.

M 5 8 D Distinguishing heavier and lighter obj ects with an
equal-arm balance.

M 6 9 A Identifying a square and a rectangle as possible agreed-
upon units of area.

M 3 9 B Ordering three or more containers of various shapes by
volume comparison with an agreed-upon unit.

M 5 9 C Ordering objects according to weight by making corn-
parisons using an equal-arm balance.

M 6 10 A Identifying the square as the agreed-upon unit of area
resulting in the least error of area measurement.

M 6 10 B Demonstrating a procedure for finding the area of a
plane figure in units of an agreed-upon area.
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HierarchyCha
Process Exercise Level Cell Task

M 9 10 C Applying a rule for estimating the lengths of common
environmental obj ects and stating the estimated lengths
in metric units.

M 8 10 D Describing a stationary object by stating that the forces
acting on it are in balance.

M 8 10 E Describing an increase in the length of a stretched
spring as a result of an increase in the force acting on
the spring.

M 7 11 A Constructing a graph of the measured changes in seeds
and seed sprouts.

M 10 11 B Describing, in terms of scale, the relationship between
the actual dimensions of an obj ect and those of pictures
of the object.

M 11 11 C Identifying and naming the temperature in degrees in
Celsius, Fahrenheit, or arbitrary temperature scale units.

M 12 11 D Demonstrating a procedure for finding the volume of a
liquid and stating the volume in standard metric units.

M 8 11 E Demonstrating a procedure for finding the weight of an
object with a spring scale.

M 11 12 B Stating the freezing and boiling points of water as well
as approximate normal body temperature in units of
various systems.

M 12 14 A Demonstrating a procedure for deciding whether the
volume of a liquid remains constant as the liquid is
transferred from one container to another.
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Table XXX. Classifying Hierarchy

Hierarchy Chart

Pcess Exercise Level Cell Tasks

Cl 1 4 A Identifying and naming properties or characteristics on
which to base a single-stage classification system.

Cl 1 7 A Constructing and demonstrating the use of a single-stage
system for classifying common obj e cts differing in
several characteristics.

Cl 4 8 A Distinguishing between living and nonliving things in an
aquarium.

Cl 2 8 B Constructing and demonstrating the use of two distinct
single-stage systems for classifying obj ects differing in
several characteristics or properties.

C]. 4 9 A Constructing and demonstrating the use of a single-stage
system for classifying living and nonliving observable
things in an aquarium.

Cl 3 9 B Constructing and demonstrating the use of a single-stage
system for classifying pictures of various animals.

Cl 7 13 A Distinguishing among solids, liquids, and gases.

Cl 5 13 B Constructing and demonstrating the use of a single-stage
system for classifying obj ects or organisms that are quite
similar in appearance.

Cl 9 14 A Constructing and demonstrating the use of a method for
separating a mixture of solids.

Cl 7 14 B Constructing and demonstrating the use of a system for
classifying substances that are solids, liquids, or gases.

Cl 6 14 C Constructing and demonstrating the use of a multi-stage
system for classifying common plants and animals.

Cl 8 15 B Constructing and demonstrating the use of an order
arrangement as a system for classifying colors.

Cl 9 15 C Demonstrating the use of a method for separating the
components of a mixture and ordering them by volume
or by weight.
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APPENDIX C

CRITIQUE JURORS FOR ITEM VALIDATION

The following men assisted by determining whether each item

presented by the investigator met the Sci.-APA objective for which it

was designed, and could be expected to elicit information from stu-

dents of the minimum expected age. An item accepted by two of them

was considered valid. (See Chapter III for descriptions of the valida-

tion procedures.)

Mr. George Katagiri, Science Consultant, Oregon State

Department of Education, Salem. Mr. Katagiri has been an

elementary teacher, and more recently has conducted a num-

ber of in- service teacher preparation programs in Sci-APA.

Mr. LeRoy Moore, Science Supervisor, Portland, Oregon

Public Schools. Mr. Moore has been an elementary teacher,

spent three summers on AAAS writing teams which produced

Sci-APA materials, and has worked with teachers who par-

ticipated in the Portland tryout center for Sci-APA.

Dr. Walter J. Lonner, Department of Science Education,

Oregon State University, Corvallis. Dr. Lonner's specialty is

educational psychology. Pr es ent address: Western Washington

State College, Bellingham.



APPENDIX D

Table XXXI. Procers Exercise, Obiective Test Item Listing for Measuring and Classifying

Exercise Behavioral Objectives Hierarchy
ChartAt the end of this exercise the child BSPT

Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title should be able to --- Level Cell Item Code Test

Measuring

M 1 A k Beginning Measurement-- 1. Demonstrate the sorting of objects into sets in 2 A
Comparing Lengths which all obj ects of one set are of equal length. 3 A

2. Order objects by length, from the shortest to 3 A
the longest.

M 2 B d Linear Measurement

M 3 B j Comparing Volumes

3. Demonstrate that one object is the same length 3 A
as another by showing that both are the same
length as the third.

1. State and Demonstrate how many times a 8 B
measuring stick can be laid end-to-end
along a given length that is to be measured.

2. that when measuring sticks of different 8 B

lengths are used to measure a given obj ect,
the results will be numerically different.

3. State the results of measurements that are not 8 B
an exact number of stick-lengths.

1. Order containers by volume when relative 9 B
volumes can be distinguished by inspection.

MOl 111 A

MOl 211 A
MOl 212 A
MOl 221 A

MOl 311 A

M02 151 A
B

M02 331 B

M03 131 A
M03132 A
M03141 B



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Objectives Hierarchy
At the end of this exercise the child should Chart

BSPT
Process Exercise Past Exercise Exercise Title be able to --- Level CeU Item Code Test

M 3 B j Comparing Volumes 2. Order containers by volume, when ordering 7 C M03 221 B
is not obvious by inspection, by pouring 8 C M03 222 B
Liquid or a finely divided solid from one con- 9 B
tamer to another.

3. Demonstrate the comparison of volume of con- 9 B M03 311 B
tainers by determining how many unit volumes C
are required to fill each of them.

M 4 B 1 Linear Measurement 1. State the names of three metric units of linear 8 A
Using Metric Units measure- -the centimeter, the decimeter, and

the meter.

2. Demonstrate how to select the appropriate 8 A M04 211 B
metric measuring stick when asked to deter-
mine the length of an obj ect.

3. the number of times a measuring instru- 8 A M04 311 B
ment can be laid end-to-end along the linear C
dimension to be measured, as well as the M04 312 C
result in terms of metric units.

4. measurements as being between two num- 8 A M04 411 B
bess and Name the unit used.

5. Demonstrate the approximate length of a cent- 8 A M04 511 B
isneter, a decimeter, and a meter. M04 512 B



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Objectives Hierarchy
ChartAt the end of this exercise the child should BSPTProcess Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title be able to - -- Level Cell Item Code Test

M 5 B n

M 6 B u

Making Comparisons 1. Order objects the weights of which differ
Using a Balance appreciably, by lifting them and by com-

paring them on an equal-arm balance,

2. State that one object is heavier than another
because the earth-pull on the obj ect is greater
than it is on the other.

3. Demonstrate how to compare small objects by
counting the number of arbitrary units, such
as paper clips, pins, or tacks, needed to
balance the object on an equal-arm balance.

4. State the results of their measurements, as
in the following example: "The obj ect weighs
the same as six paper clips," or "The object
weighs more than ten paper clips but less than
eleven paper clips."

Ordering Plane Figures 1. Order groups of plane figures of various shapes
by Area and sizes from smallest to largest on the basis

of area. He will do this by visual comparison,
by superimposing one upon the other, and by
comparison with some selected unit.

2. State and Demonstrate the area of plane fig-
ures in terms of some selected unit.

6 A MOSlil A
8 D B
9 C M05121 C

9 C M05122 B

9 C M05311 B

9 C M05421 B

7 A M06141 B
10 B M06131 B

C

10 B M06123 B

N)



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Objectives Hierarchy

At the end of this exercise the child should Chart
BSPT

Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title be able to --- Level Cell Item Code Test

M 7 B a Seeds and Seed 1. Demonstrate a procedure for determining 11 A M07 111 B
Germination the increase in the size of seeds after they

have been soaked in water and State that
the water has entered the seeds and caused
them to sweil.

2. Demonstrate that the amount of water avail- 11 A
able to the seed determines whether or not
the seed sprouts, and how quickly.

3. Construct a table for observations made of 11 A M07 311 B
seed growth. C

M 8 C f Measuring Forces With 1. State that if an object does not move, the 10 D M08 111 C
Springs forces acting upon it must be in balance. 11 E

2. State that attaching a weight to a spring 10 E M08 321 C
increases the force pulling on the spring so 11 E
that it stretches.

3. Demonstrate with a spring whether two objects 11 E M08 322 C
have the same or different weights.

M 9 C j Estimations and 1. Apply a Rule to estimate the linear dimen- 10 C M09 111 C
Comparisons Using sions of common obj ects in terms of centi- M09 131 C
The Metric System meters, decimeters, or meters.

2. Name a known object that is approximately 10 C
the same length or width as another object.



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Objectives Hierarchy
At the end of this exercise the child should Chart

BSPT
Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title be able to --- Level Cell Item Code Test

M 10 C p An Introduction to
Scales

M 11 C s Temperature and
Ther'cmter

M 12 C u Measuring Volume

1. State that the representation of an object-- 11 B M10 111 C
for example the picture of an animal--is not M10 121 C
always life-size.

2. the relationship between the actual size 11 B M10 122 C
of an animal and its representation when the
scale is given.

3. Demonstrate the procedure of indicating scale
by drawing a line segment to represent a
specific length.

1. Identify and Name the temperature from his 11 C Mu 141 C
own arbitrary scale, from the Celsius scale Mu 142 C
and from the Fahrenheit scale.

2. the boiling and freezing points of water 11 C Mu 241 C
in both systems, and also the approximate 12 B Mu 243 C
normal body temperature. Mu 252 C

1. Demonstrate the measurement of the volume 11 D M12 111 C
of a liquid using metric units and the M12 131 C
results in metric units.

2. Demonstrate that the volume of a liquid re- 14 A M12 211 C
mains constant as the liquid is transferred 11 D M12 212 C
from one container to another.



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Obj ectives Hierarchy

At the end of this exercise the child should Chart
BSPT

Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title be able to --- Level Cell Item Code Test

Classifying
Cl 1 A d Classifying Leaves, 1. Construct a classification of the objects 7 A Cli 111 A

Nuts, or Shells according to variations in a single charac- Cli 121 A
teristic which has been specified by some-
one else.

2. Construct a classification of objects accord- 7 A Cli 161 A
ing to variations in a single characteristic B
which he has chosen. Cli 171 A

B

3. Describe to others the characteristic he chose 4 A Cli 311 A
for his method of classification. 7 A B

4. Identify and Name words which are used in the 7 A
construction of a classification system which is
based on a single characteristic.

Cl 2 A s A Purpose of 1. Construct a classification of a set of objects 8 B C]2 121 A
Classification into two or more groups depending on whether C12 131 A

the objects can or cannot be used in a stated
way.

2. Construct another classification of the same set 8 B
of obj ects into new groups to serve a different
stated purpose.



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Objectives Hierarchy

At the end of this exercise the child should Chart
BSPT

Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title be able to --- Level Cell Item Code Test

Cl 3 A v Classifying Animals 1. Distinguish one animal from another, using 9 B Cl3 111 A
his senses as the only source of information. C13 121 A

2. State how some common animals are similar 9 B C13 211 A
and how they are different.

3. Construct a classification of animals or pic- 9 B C13 311 A
tures of animals, on the basis of gross phys- Cl3 321 A
ical or behavioral characteristics.

Cl 4 B a Observing Living and 1. Name at least one characteristic of living 9 A
Nonliving Things obj ects.

2. Construct a grouping into living and nonliving 8 A C14 241 B

objects on the basis of observable character- 9 A C14 271 B

istics. Cl4 272 B

Cl 5 B i Variation in Objects 1. Identify and Name variations among objects 13 B
of the Same Kind and organisms which may have features in

common.

2. Describe features which are common for each 13 B

member of a group.

C14 281 B

C15 111 B

C15 112 B

CiS 121 B

C15 122 B

Cl5 131 B

C15 142 B

C15 141 B

C15 211 B

C1S232 B



Table XXXI. (Continued)

Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title

Exercise Behavioral Obj ectives

At the end of this exercise the child should
be able to ---

Hierarchy
Chart

Level Cell
BSPT

Item Code Test

Cl 6 C b Kinds of Living Things 1. Demonstrate a separation of living organisms 14 C C16 111 C
in an Aquarium commonly found in an aquarium into sets and C16 112 C

subsets. C16 121 C

2. Construct a simple classification system. 14 C

3. and Demonstrate the place of new organ- 14 C Cl6 311 C
isms in the appropriate categories and sub- Cl6 312 C
categories of an established classification
system.

Cl 7 C m The Solid, Liquid and 1. Identify a substance as being a solid, a 13 A C17 111 C
Gaseous States of Matter liquid, or a gas. 14 B C17 112 C

2. Demonstrate whether a substance is a solid, 14 B C17 211 C
a liquid or a gas by using the following physi- C17 221 C
cal characteristics: it has shape of its own;
it has a top surface that can be felt or seen;
and it takes the shape of the container.

3. State that some substances can exist in more 14 B C17 311 C
than one of the three states: solid, liquid, Cl7 321 C
and gas.

Cl 8 C q The Color Wheel--An 1. Identify the principal colors by name. 15 B C18 111 C
Order Arrangement C18 112 C

C18 113 C

2. an arrangement of hues and Ordr it. 15 B C18 211 C



Table XXX I. (Continued)

Exercise Behavioral Obj ectives Hierarchy

At the end of this exercise the child should Chart
BSPT

Process Exercise Part Exercise Exercise Title be able to --- Level Cell Item Code Test

Cl 8 C g The Color Wheel--An 3. Distinguish between two hues on the basis of 15 B Cl8 321 C
Order Arrangement purity and that brilliant and dull colors

of a specific hue differ in purity (saturation).

Cl 9 C v Separating Materials 1. and Demonstrate a method for separating 14 A C]9 111 C
from Mixtures (classifying) the components in a particular 15 C Cl9 121 C

mixture according to their size.

2. Order the components of the mixture accord-
ing to size.

15 C C]9211 C

3. Demonstrate that the amount of each component 15 C Cl9 311 C
in a mixture can be found by comparing the C]9 321 C
weights or volumes of the components of that C]9 331 C
mixture. C19 341 C

C]9351 C



APPENDIX E

BASIC SCIENCE PROCESS TESTS

Measuring A
Measuring B
Measuring C
Classifying A
Classifying B
Classifying C

Number of Tape Recording
Slides length (mm.)

21 16

34 22

26 22.5
26 17.5
23 19

28 22
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The above copyrighted materials have not been included with the text

of the dissertation. (See Memorandum cited below.) Persons inter-

ested in the tests are directed to contact the William Jasper Kerr

Library, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, 97331.

One copy of the tests, as used for data gathering during
September and October, 1968, will be submitted to the
Library. This will total about two hours of stereo audio
tape and about 160 35 mm color slides. These tests will
be kept in the Library, available for circulation at the
request of the Science Education Department, other indi-
viduals at OSU, or be available to others via Interlibrary
Loan (Memorandum to: Dr. Wendell Slabaugh, Asst.
Dean, Graduate School, From Rodney K. Waidron,
Director of Libraries, Oregon State University. November
1, 1968).




